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SUMMARY
Analog Computing Arrays (ACAs) provide a computation system capable of per-
forming a large number of multiply and add operations in an analog form. This system can
therefore implement several computation algorithms that are currently realized using Dig-
ital Signal Processors (DSPs) who have an analogues accumulate and add functionality.
DSPs are generally preferred for signal processing becausethey provide an environment
that permits programmability once fabricated. ACA systemspropose to offer similar func-
tionality by providing a programmable and reconfigurable analog system. ACAs inherent
parallelism and analog efficiency present several advantages over DSP implementations of
the same systems.
The computation power of an ACA system is directly proportional to the number of
computing elements used in the system. Array size is limitedby the number of computation
elements that can be managed in an array. This number is continually growing and as a
result, is permitting the realization of signal processingsystems such as real-time speech
recognition, image processing, and many other matrix like computation systems.
This research provides a systematic process to implement, program, and use the compu-
tation elements in large-scale Analog Computing Arrays. This infrastructure facilitates the
incorporation of ACA without the current headaches of programming large arrays of ana-
log floating-gates from off-chip, currently using multiple power supplies, expensiveFPGA
controllers/computers, and custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) systems.Proof of the flex-
ibility and usefulness of ACAs has been demonstrated by the construction of two systems,




1.1 Analog Computing Arrays Benefits
Analog Computing Arrays (ACAs) provide a computation system capable of performing a
large number of multiply and add operations in an analog form. This system can therefore
implement several computation algorithms that are currently realized using Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs) who have an analogues accumulate and add functionality. DSPs are
generally preferred for signal processing because they provide an environment that permits
programmability once fabricated. ACA systems propose to offer similar functionality by
providing a programmable and reconfigurable analog system.ACAs inherent parallelism
and analog efficiency present several advantages over DSP implementations of the same
systems as demonstrated in Fig. 2. ACAs can be used to performsimilar computations
consuming orders-less power for the same computational functionality [51] or to perform
similar computations in less time; permitting real-time computations. ACAs can also be
used to perform similar computations using less area, such as when replacing multiple
DSPs.
The computation power of an ACA system is directly proportional to the number of
computing elements used in the system. Array size is limitedby the number of computa-
tion elements that can be managed in an array. This number is continually growing and as
a result, is permitting the realization of signal processing systems such as real-time speech
recognition [51, 52, 30], image processing [22, 21], and many other matrix like compu-
tation systems. This research will attempt to provide manageability, as defined in latter
sections, of at least one million floating-gate elements.
This research seeks to provide a systematic process to implement, program, and use
the computation elements in large-scale ACAs. Once the system is fully developed it can
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be easily integrated on-chip in future systems. This infrastructure will facilitate the in-
corporation of ACA without the current headaches of programming large arrays of ana-
log floating-gates from off-chip, currently using multiple power supplies, expensiveFPGA
controllers/computers, and custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) systems.Proof of the flex-
ibility and usefulness of ACAs has been demonstrated by the construction of two systems,
an Analog Fourier Transform and a Vector Quantizer.
1.2 ACA Approach
The term Analog Computing Array (ACA) is used to describe a two-dimensional matrix
of analog computation blocks [34]. The computation block most commonly used in our
ACA systems performs a weighted multiplication then sum andis erived from floating-
gate elements. Unlike mixer multiplication, where two signals are multiplied or mixed, we
instead multiply a signal by a stored analog value (gain term). There are two terms that are
interchangeably used for this stored value; weight, inherited from the neuromorphic field
and coefficient, inherited from the DSP field. This weight, stored in each computation cell,
can be individually addressed and programmed to any desiredanalog value [35]. This ana-
log weight alters the computation in each cell providing a basis for programmable analog
systems. When programmable computational elements are used in parallel the result is a
powerful analog computing system as compared to the digitalonly counterparts as shown
in Fig. 1. The array additionally can be scaled post-layout via programming to provide only
the desired amount of computation power. This is achieved byfa ricating more computa-
tion elements than needed and programming the unused cells off so they do not consume
power. The power consumed is therefore optimized for the computation task. This also
provides a method for overcoming fabrication defects when on the tester or systems that
are fault tolerant in the field.
This technology was inspired from the development of analogmatrix-vector computa-
tions used in neural network implementations [45], and research in data flow architectures
2
















Figure 1. Motivation for ACAs for signal processing. This graph shows the computational efficiency
(computation / power consumption ) for DSP microprocessors, the extrapolated fit to these data points
(Gene’s Law [11]) , and the resulting efficiency for a programmable analog system. Two critical aspects
for a competitive analog approach are dense analog programmable and reconfigurable elements, and
an analog design approach that scales with digital technology scaling. The typical factor of 10,000 in
efficiency improvement between analog and digital signal processing systems enables using low-power
computational systems that might be available in 20 years.
of parallel processing [40]. Current digital signal processing architectures handle incoming
data in chucks, fetching stored coefficients from remote memory and then serially applying
these coefficients to the incoming data through some operation as demonstrated in Fig. 2.
ACAs take a fundamentally different approach to processing data; instead using a parallel
implementation to process the data in real-time and storingthe coefficients locally in each
computing block, removing the need for a fetch operation. Insome cells the coefficient is
actually stored in the computational element itself, made possible by using analog floating-
gate devices [28]. We have termed this concept Computing in Memory, referring to the fact
that the actual memory element performs the computation.
The use of floating-gate devices as a memory element is not newin the circuits commu-
nity [32]. Since their discovery much effort has gone into making them a viable non-volatile
























































Figure 2. Illustration of computing in floating-gate memory arrays. A typical system is an array of
floating-gate computing elements, surrounded by input circuitry to pre-condition or decompose the
incoming sensor signals, and surrounded by output circuitry to post-process the array outputs. We use
additional circuitry to individually program each analog fl oating-gate element.
mp3 players. More recently the beneficial use of floating-gates in analog circuits has been
realized and it has been published that not only can they be used a memory devices but
function as programmable, compact, computational elements [36]. Floating-gate devices
have been recently touted as almost a magical elements in analog circuits, storing analog
values [2, 14],and performing computations [28].
1.3 ACA Architecture
The memory cells in this architecture may be accessed individually, for readout or program-
ming, or they may be used simultaneously for full parallel computation in applications such
4
V1 V2 Vn-1 Vn
Signal
Decomposition
Figure 3. This demonstrates the computing array concept in visual block-diagram form. Before the
signal is passed to the array blocks decompose the signal down into orthogonal channels. The array
performs a fully-parallel multiplication on each channel and then sums up the results. Additionally,
many separate multiply and sums are performed all in parallel resulting in several rows of weighted-
sum outputs. These rows are then post-processed with a Winner-Take-All [41] or other compression
circuit, or possibly just digitally encoded and sent to the next stage. The ability to expand or reduce
the amount of computation is evident in this diagram.
as matrix-vector multiplication or adaptation. This powerful parallel computation is pro-
vided with the same circuit complexity and power dissipation as the memory that is needed
to just store the coefficient digitally at 4-bit accuracy in non-ACA signal processing sys-
tems. This technology can be integrated in a standard digital CMOS process [46] where
only on poly layer is available or in standard double-poly CMOS processes, both available
from MOSIS and tested with this technology.
The core computational array is surrounded by pre- and post-rocessing blocks. Pre-
processing blocks operate on the incoming signal by breaking the signal down into channels
or some other orthogonal unit of information and then performing additional operations on
each channel. Pre-processing blocks are also constructed like the core block in a fashion
that permits them to be arrayed and also enabled-disabled post fabrication, similar to the
core computation array. The pre-processing blocks then send the channels into the core
5
computation array. Post-processing blocks perform functio s such as winner-take all [41]
as in the vector quantizer system [30] or, may simply convertthe processed signal into
a digital form for the next stage of a larger system, such as further processing in a DSP.
Using the computation array together with pre- and post-processing blocks allows the im-
plementation of scalable, programable, real-time computation lly-intensive low-powered
systems.
1.4 ACA History
This work began in 1998 when the design for a programmable filter was discussed and
later fabricated in 1999 [37]. This system design became possible after the development
and test of the Capacitivly Coupled Current Conveyor (C4) [26] and programability of the
floating-gate multiplier [37]. This filter provides a way to weight frequency bands of an
arbitrary signal or can be programmed to extract a single channel out of the signal. This
was the first ACA system to exploited the benefits of large array of floating-gate elements
for use in analog computation. After it’s construction the need for a automated system to
rapidly and accurately program large arrays of floating-gate elements for the system to be
useful became evident. The first attempts to provided a methodology to rapidly and accu-
rately program these arrays started in 1999 and was used to program four coefficients in
a recurrent connection network [47]. At first, these four elements were hand-programmed
using knobs on a voltage meter. Shortly thereafter work began on a computer-controlled
physically-based algorithm that used test equipment controlled via GPIB to program the
coefficient arrays [53]. Array sizes in fabricated systems quickly grew to around 64 ele-
ments and following the control system was developed on a wire- rap board that contained
the DACs, level-shifters, and current measurement circuitry controlled by a PIC that com-
municated with MATLAB via a serial cable. Code was written onthe PIC to provide the
serial interface, set the voltages on the SPI controlled Maxium DAC chips, and provide the
accurately timed programming pulses. A PCB version of this board was soon designed and
6
20 boards built that became the standard for programming floating-gate elements. This not
only provided a self-contained setup but allowed for more accurate and rapid delivery of
the necessary programming pulses used to program elements in the system than could be
currently obtained with the bench setup. Using this PCB we have been able to program
computing arrays using more than 2,000 coefficient elements. This board was used up until
a redesign by another colleague that used an FPGA development board running a NIOS
processor core instead of a PIC controller once these boardsbecame available to the ICE
group. This permitted more of the computation and calculations to be performed closer to
the chip, an therefore quicker as the need for MATLAB performing the computations was
reduced.
Analog Computing Arrays are quickly becoming a viable soluti n to many computa-
tionally intensive problems. It is believed that high density analog computing arrays will
be an important option for designers who want to implement advanced signal processing
algorithms for embedded and ultra low-power systems. Sinceinitial attempts, ACAs have
gone through several revisions, at each increasing the manage ble number of computing
elements which, translates to available computing power. These systems have now evolved
over the last several years to the state where industry is becoming excited by their prospect.
The ability to provide non-traditional analog computing ina low-power reconfigurable de-
sign has lead to the formation of a company by two other graduate students, my advisor
and myself, that has resulted in series-A funding from a top venture capitalist.
Presented is the attempt to move the entire control system on-chip providing a single-
chip ACA system, permitting system designs with over one million programmable elements
that could be programmed in one second. We seek to be able to program this large number
of elements in a relatively short period of time (1-5 seconds) while obtaining the accuracy
needed for the overall system. Speeds in this order must be obtained if these computation
arrays will be used in large scale production, such as a commercialized product. Further
the desire is to move all controlling structures on-chip, include the need to charge-pumps
7
to provide injection and tunneling voltages. The ultimate goal is a fully integrated platform






A tremendous amount of the initial research in developing this ACA scheme has gone into
the space of programmable and adaptive analog filters based upon computing arrays. After
the development of theC4 an it’s small size, the idea to tile several of these filters onone
chip was envisioned. Figure 4 graphically demonstrates thetop-level description of the Pro-
grammable Analog Filter. This figure shows four band taps that can be expanded to as many
as needed. Each tap consists of a programmable bandpass filter and a weighted multiplier.
The input signal is taken as a voltage, allowing the signal tobe broadcast to the multiple
bandpass filters or band tap columns. The multiple bandpass filter produce a frequency de-
composition of the incoming signal into their programmed bands. A transistor-only circuit
model of the AutoZeroing Floating-Gate Amplifier(AFGA) [18], which is referred to as
the C4(Capacitively Coupled Current Conveyer) [38, 37, 39], is used to achieve a broadly
tuned bandpass response. By adding feedback between the stages, the filter’s roll-off re-
sponse can be sharpened if desired. Also, the filter can be cascaded into a multi-ordered
filter increasing the role-off. The output of each bandpass filter is a voltage that is then
broadcast to several weighted multiplier arrays. Therefore, with one input signal, multiple
band-weighted versions of the original signal are available as outputs. The output of each
weighted multiplier is a current allowing simple addition via KCL to assemble the final
output signal from each band-weighted product. This results in a computation similar to a
DSPs Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), band-weighting, and Inverse FFT.
The weighting in this filter is performed using floating-gatetransistors [16] in a multi-
plier configuration. The benefits of using a floating gate for the weighting are small size and
circuit simplicity. Also, it is inherently non-volatile. Hence, this computational memory











W1 W2 W3 W4
Iout
Figure 4. Top level representation of the programmable analog filter. The incoming signal is separated
into frequency bands not by computing a DFT algorithm, but bya series of bandpass filters. With this
topology it is easy to divide the frequency spacing exponentially, instead of linearly as in typical DFT
algorithm.
need for separate non-volatile memory cells with Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog
circuitry to store and reproduce the actual analog weight. Also, because the actual memory
element is being used as part of the computation it allows forextremely high chip density
which is desired to realize chips with large number of band taps or chips with several band
weighted outputs. Further, this system only needs to operate at he incoming data speed
and not 2 times or more the signal frequency to avoid aliasing.
First, the frequency response of a single C4 bandpass element was examined. Demon-
strated in Figure 5 is this programmable filter’s operation.This bandpass response was
obtained by adjusting the bias voltages,Vτ andVτp, such that the high-pass and low-pass
corner frequencies are nearly equal. This response shows that gain can be obtained through
this system while filter taps overlap and the sum after multiplication adds multiple copies
of a frequency.
All the filter’s frequency taps were set to identical bias voltages, and the floating-gate
weights were programmed to generate an interesting bandpass response. With this topology
and constant bias voltages, many arbitrary filters of secondorder can be programmed; using
different topologies and using feedback connections will allowany desired filter function.
A 15% difference in corner frequencies was found in the experiment dueto mismatch in the
10






































































Figure 5. Frequency response of programmable bandpass filter. Frequency response for a single band-
pass filter, and for the array bandpass filters with programmed weighting function. The Poly tilt fre-
quency line set with zero difference ; therefore all corner frequencies should be identical aside from
mismatch. The result of this programmable filter is a tighter bandpass filter, with a corner frequency
roughly half of the original corner frequency.
bias transistors. This current chip has a linear change in bias voltages, because neighboring
biases were connected with resistive poly connections. Theweights were programmed to
the following pattern:
Table 1. Normalized weights for filter shown in Figure 5
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
W+(µA) 1.56 0.85 1.23 2.38 0.59 1.55 1.06 0.62 2.39 0.90
W−(µA) 1.11 0.99 1.24 0.73 1.45 1.11 2.08 0.60 0.64 0.75
W(µA) 0.45 -0.14 -0.01 1.65 -0.86 0.44 -1.02 0.02 1.75 0.15
The floating-gate values did not change throughout the experiment. Typically, a small
initial change is noted the first 24 hours due to detrapping (approximately an identical
10mV for each device), after which the gate charge remains cotant over the entire dura-















10 equally spaced band
taps used
Figure 6. Frequency response of programmable filter. This filter has 10 bandpass elements exponen-
tially spaced in frequency. The ripples on both curves show the location of these bandpass elements.
Shown is an initial programmed frequency response, where the weights are nearly equal, and a second
programmed frequency response to program an additional notch in the filter’s response.
not affect the filter’s transfer function.
Figure 5 shows experimental measurements from our programmable Fourier filter. Shown
is the frequency response of individual bands multiplied bytheir weighted outputs for con-
stant effective weights. The result of this programmable filter is a tighter bandpass filter,
with a corner frequency roughly half of the original corner frequency. The floating-gate
devices used for the multiplication were built with W/L = 10; therefore the devices were
biases near threshold with an average bias current of 1µA (total current was 20.58µA). It
was found that dynamics of the multipliers did not affect the filter transfer function, and
that the harmonic distortion is limited by the multipliers,and not the bandpass filters.
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Figure 6 shows the frequency response for a programmable filter wi h 10 bandpass ele-
ments that are exponentially spaced in frequency, instead of to nearly identical frequencies.
For the initial frequency response an exponential spacing in the bands with nearly iden-
tical weight values at each tap where used. The exponential spacing of these bandpass
elements is evident from the ripples on the initial frequency response. Also shown is a
second programmed frequency response, where an additionaln tch is programmed in the
spectrum of this initial filter simply by adjusting the weightings of each band. In newer
versions the corner frequency parameters of each bandpass element is programmable is set
with floating-gate as a bias element. Therefore, we can buildprogrammable filters utilizing
arbitrary spacing between each bandpass filter tap.
The combination of the Analog computing array with theC4 used as a pre-processing
block, resulted in a fully programmable analog filter. This filter concept has been advanced
well beyond what is presented here by several colleges in theICE lab. They have taken
this initial work and a fully characterized these programmable filters for parameters like
speed, SNR, and obtainable Q peaks. This FFT - multiple - IFFTlike operation in an
analog system has many applications such as Adaptive channel equalization (ACEQ). An
ACEQ system has been designed and fabricated as a collaborative project by two other
colleagues and myself takes this filter concept one step further by permitting the weight in
the multiplication to adapt to the correct value without explicitly programming them.
2.2 Capacitively Coupled Current Conveyor (C4)
The Capacitively Coupled Current Conveyor (C4) is a transistor-only version of the autoze-
roing floating-gate amplifier (AFGA) [15, 28]. A subthreshold transistor is used to model
the behavior of an electron-tunneling device, and another subthreshold transistor is used to
model the behavior of pFET hot-electron injection in the AFGA. Analytical models have
been derived that characterize the amplifier and that are in good agreement with experi-































Figure 7. The ratio of C2 to C1 sets the gain of both inverting amplifiers. The capacitances, Cw and CL,
represent both the parasitic and the explicitly drawn capacitances. (a) An autozeroing floating-gate
amplifier (AFGA) that uses pFET hot-electron injection. The nFET is a current source, and it sets
the current through the pFET. Steady state occurs when the injection current is equal to the tunneling
current. Between Vtun and V f g is the symbol for a tunneling junction, which is a capacitor between
the floating-gate and annwell. (b) The all-transistor circuit version of the AFGA. M4 represents the
tunneling junction in the AFGA, and M3 represents the injection current (gate current) from M2 in
the AFGA (Fig. 7a).
but with different operating parameters. Both the low-frequency and high-frequency cut-
offs are controlled electronically, as is done in continuous-time filters. TheC4 circuit has a
low-frequency cutoff at frequencies above 1Hz due to the minimum current limitations of
a MOSFET transistor. This curcuit provides a compliment to the operating regimes of the
AFGA that using tunneling currents has a low frequency corner i the range of much less
than 1Hz to about 100Hz.
Figure 7a shows the Autozeroing Floating-Gate Amplifier (AFGA). The AFGA uses
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complementary tunneling and pFET hot-electron injection to adaptively set its DC operat-
ing point. The tunneling and hot-electron injection processes adjust the floating-gate charge
such that the amplifier’s output voltage returns to a steady-state value on a slow time scale.
The modulation of the pFET hot-electron injection by the output voltage provides the cor-
rect feedback to return the output voltage to the proper operating regime. It can achieve a
high-pass characteristic at frequencies well below 1Hz. Figure 7b shows an all-transistor
model of this circuit. The investigation of theC4 circuit was initially undertaken as a way
to give an intuitive circuit model and permit circuit simulation of AFGA operation, but
has important circuit applications itself. This circuit onit’s own is useful for applications
requiring adaptation or low corner frequencies above 10Hz,such as audio-band or even IF
processing.
To clarify the AFGA’s behavior, this circuit was constructed using transistor elements
that have identical behavior to the tunneling and injectionprocesses. The open-loop ampli-
fier, which consists of a pFET input transistor,M2, and an nFET current source,M1, does
not change in this all transistor version. The pFET current source,M4, serves the same
function as the tunneling junction; the tunneling junctionwas used as a constant current
source able to supply extremely small currents, and is a fairly good model in several appli-
cations. The second pFET models the hot-electron injectionurrent dependence; for pFET
hot-electron injection, the injection current increases for decreasing drain voltage and gate
voltage. TheM3 pFET models the drain effect with some difference in parameters; the gate
dynamics are similar to the source-degenerated pFETs [15],but it has little effect in either
circuit in Figure 7. The two transistor configuration in Fig.7, M2 andM3, is found in sev-
eral current mode circuits, but it appears this voltage modecircuit has not been previously
considered.
The circuit in Fig 7b and the resulting circuit family of capacitor circuits based on the
AFGA have several circuit applications. The first application is in circuits where the adap-

































Figure 8. Measured time-domain behavior for the circuit shown in Fig. 7b. Measured output voltage
for a step input at four different amplitudes for a fast time response.
The low-frequency cutoff of this circuit is at frequencies above 1Hz, and therefore com-
plements the operating regimes of AFGAs. The second application is in chips requiring
very low power supplies, particularly in battery applications. AFGA circuits require higher
supplies than the process rating, primarily because the hot-elec ron effects that are used
for the AFGA are in fact what sets the process limits. The experimental measurements
were taken at 3.0V, except for dynamic range measurements which ere taken with a 1.5V
supply. Presently the circuit in Fig. 7 is being used in coupled arrays of bandpass filters,
high-speed adaptation circuits, and in circuit models of neural computation.
The following section will discuss the all-transistor circuit model of the AFGA. The
relevant equations will be derived, many of which are similar to AFGA equations [15] with
different parameters. The following sections consider the time-domain, frequency domain,
linear range, noise, and dynamic range of this circuit. Measured data for this circuit that
was fabricated in a 1.2µm nwell process is presented. In addition, a couple of effects not
16



















Figure 9. The curves are normalized from Fig. 8 to emphasize the change in shape as we apply larger
input amplitudes. The smallest amplitude input step results in nearly symmetric output response, but
the larger amplitude inputs result in asymmetric responsesdue to the second-order nonlinearities. Step
input at even a larger amplitude showing clearly showing thedistortion at high frequencies.
seen in the AFGA because of the different parameters to this circuit will be considered.
2.3 Basic Circuit Equations
To model the AFGA or the all-transistor equivalent circuit,two equations are written gov-
erning the autozeroing floating-gate amplifier behavior around an equilibrium output volt-
age. For subthreshold operation, the change is described inthe FET or pFET channel
current for a change in gate voltage,∆Vg, and source voltage,∆Vs, around a bias current,
Iso, as [15].































Figure 10. Measured time-domain behavior for the circuit in Fig. 7. Measured output voltage for a
step input at four different amplitudes for a slow time response. Measured output voltage for a low-
frequency step input at four different amplitudes. The large signal asymmetry of this circuit is visible in
this plot. This is a result of the constant current source providing a linear recovery seen in the up-going
step and the pFET transistor-feedback providing an exponential recovery seen in the down-going step.
whereκn, κ is the fractional change in the nFET, pFET surface potentialdue to a change in
∆Vg, andUT is the thermal voltage,kTq . We obtain the first equation by applying Kirchoff’s















whereCT is the total capacitance connected to the floating gate (CT = C1+C2+Cw), andIL
is the bias current set byM4 that sets the adaptation rate. The second equation is obtained



















Figure 11. The curves are equal amplitude to see change in shape as we apply larger input amplitudes
on the low frequency corner. In both the high frequency and low frequency step, the smallest ampli-
tude input step results in nearly symmetric output response, but the larger amplitude inputs result in
asymmetric responses due to the second-order nonlinearities.
whereCo is the total capacitance connected to the output node (Co = C2 + CL), andIH is
the bias current set byM1 that sets the low-pass filter rate. The voltages on the gates of
M1 andM4, Vτ andVτp, set the two bias currents,IH andIL, respectively. These equations
are identical to the AFGA case, but typically the equivalentt rm to exp(Vg/UT ) in (2) is
neglected because of the large difference in timeconstants for the AFGA.
2.4 Time-Domain Modeling
For short-timescale dynamics,IL is negligible; this assumption is equivalent to ignoring the
tunneling and injection currents for the AFGA. Combining (2) and (3) with this simplifica-





























Figure 12. Frequency Response for the circuit in Fig. 7b. (a)Gain response for three different values
of Vτ and three different values ofVτp. We can independently change the high-frequency corner with
Vτ and can independently change the low-frequency corner withVτp. The passband gain of this circuit
is roughly 6.4.




/(κC2Iτ), andAh = C1/
(
CT − (C22/CT )
)
. The gain
from input to output due to capacitive feedthrough isAh. This equation and its solutions
are similar to AFGA solutions [20, 23]. As in the AFGA, increasing Cw or CL without
changingC1 andC2 decreases the amount of capacitive feedthrough.
For long-timescale dynamics, the floating-gate voltage is fixed by the high gain ampli-









e−(κ∆Vout−∆V f g)/UT − 1
)
(5)
If an input voltage step is applied such that∆Vout moves to∆Vout(0+), then how∆Vout varies
with time (t) can be modeled immediately following this step:


























Figure 13. Gain response of the first and second harmonics forthree different input levels andVτ =
0.589V and Vτp = 2.537V. Doubling the amplitude results in gain doubling, as expected for second
harmonic distortion. The distortion peak is near the lower frequency corner. Linearizing the low
frequency corner should be considered to reduce distortion.
whereτl = C2Vin j / IL; note that∆Vout → 0 ast → ∞. A similar approximation is obtained
for fast inputs, which is similar to expressions for the AFGA[23].
Figure 8 and Fig. 10 illustrate the short- and long-timescale behavior by showing the
output-voltage response to a step input. Figure 11 shows that output voltage returns to
steady state. As amplitude increases, the waveform becomesmore asymmetric and nonlin-
ear. This trend follows (6) and typical AFGA behaviors [23].Figure 9 shows this circuit’s
measured output-voltage response to square-wave inputs. As in the low-frequency case,
the high-frequency response of the AFGA is asymmetric: the downgoing step response
approaches its steady state linearly with time, and the upgoing step response approaches its






















Figure 14. Frequency response of the Bandpass circuit whenτl is near τh. When symmetrically
decreasingτl and τh, the center frequency remains nearly unchanged, but the bandpass gain decreases.
2.5 Frequency Response
Like the AFGA, this circuit’s transfer function is bandpass, with the low-frequency cutoff
set by the equilibrium currents fromM3 andM4, and the high-pass cutoff independently
set by the equilibrium pFET,M2, and nFET,M1, channel currents. Figure 12 shows the
measured AFGA frequency response for various inputs andVτ, Vτp bias voltages. By taking







1+ τhs + 1τl s
, (7)
whereτl, τh, Ah are as defined previously.
To simplify (7) whenτl  τh, the time constants are sufficiently separated to form an
amplifier region. In this regime,Vτ andVτp independently alter the corner frequencies; this
22









Figure 15. Spectrum of theC4 voltage for a sinusoidal input. The total harmonic distortion was -26dB
below the fundamental frequency, and is primarily dominated by second harmonic distortion; this
location was the location of maximum second-harmonic distortion for the high-frequency corner. Like
the AFGA, -26dB corresponds to the linear range of this amplifier. The total output noise coming from
this amplifier was 0.41mVrms. From this graph, the resultingdynamic range is 47dB. The circuit was
operating on a 1.5V supply for this experiment.
region of operation closely matches the AFGA frequency respon e [23]. At low frequen-









The corner frequency is set byVτp. At high frequencies, the circuit in Fig. 7 behaves as a









The nFET current source,M1 sets the bias current and sets the resulting corner frequency.
At frequencies much higher than the integrating regime, this circuit exhibits capacitive
feedthrough (not seen in Fig. 12, but seen at high frequencies in Fig. 14 for the low gain
23
case ) which can be reduced by an increase in eitherCw or CL.
The circuit in Fig. 7 can also operate as a bandpass filter witha narrow passband, that
is, Vτ andVτp can effect the entire transfer function. In an AFGA the corners are typically
very far apart. Figure 14 shows the frequency response for twvaluesτl andτh that are
close together; this experiment shows this bandpass behavior.
It would be useful to calculate this circuit’s dynamic rangeand compare it to the AFGA.
Figure 15 shows the spectrum of the circuit’s output voltagefor a sinusoidal input. The total
harmonic distortion was -26dB below the fundamental frequency, and is primarily domi-
nated by second harmonic distortion; this location was the location of maximum second-
harmonic distortion for the high-frequency corner. Like thAFGA, -26dB corresponds to
the linear range of this amplifier. Assuming thermal noise, th total output-noise power is


















The total output noise coming from this amplifier was 0.41mVrs. The total output-noise
power is roughly proportional toCw, and is inversely proportional toCL. We define dy-
namic range, DR, as the ratio of the maximum possible linear output swing to the total
output-noise power. In the case where the high-frequency cutoff sets the distortion, the








From this graph, the resulting dynamic range is 47dB. As in the AFGA circuit, the lin-
ear range can be increased by increasingCw, and the dynamic range can be increased by
increasingCw andCL [23, 15]. These circuits have been simulated using Cadence [43].
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CHAPTER 3
DIBL FOR EXTENDING LINEAR RANGE OF C4
A Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) device can be used toincrease the linear range
of theC4 circuit. To see why this is, let us examine a common source nFET amplifier with





Assuming the nFET has a sufficiently large channel length we can ignore it’s Early
effect and conclude the gainAv is simplyκVa/UT . If we want to trade off gain for increased
linearity we would want to reduce the Early voltage or increase the early effect. This can
be accomplished through the use of a DIBL device as explained.
3.1 The MOSFET Relationship of Channel Current to Drain Voltage
When a subthreshold MOSFET saturates (at approximatelyVds > 4UT ), we model the
current through the channel as
I = Io(e
(κVg−Vs)/UT )eVds/VA = Isate
Vds/VA , (13)
whereIo is analogous to the reverse saturation current in a BJT, andIsat is the ideal drain
current in saturation, assuming no dependence on drain voltage. Fig. 16 shows that real
devices can show a significant drain-voltage dependence. Theffect of the drain voltage
modulating the channel’s length is known as channel-lengthmodulation or the Early effect,
whereVA (=1/λ) is the Early voltage. Although we will focus on MOSFETs, we could
similarly express the collector current in a BJT as
I = Ioe
(Vb−Ve)/UT e(Vc−Ve)/VA . (14)
The lowest curve in both parts of Fig. 16 shows drain current vrsus drain voltage for
a MOSFET with the minimum channel length allowed by the process’ design rules. The
25
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Figure 16. Empirical measurements of drain current versus drain voltage for three different channel-
length nFETs in a 2.0µm process at a gate voltage 0.518V above substrate. In the topplot, the linear
scale shows that the drain current’s dependence uponVds is strong and nonlinear for devices shorter
than minimum length. On a logarithmic current scale (the bottom plot), straight lines validate an
exponential representation of drain current versus drain voltage.
weak dependence of its channel current on drain voltage is adequately described by the











Unfortunately, this classic model does not adequately describe the drain voltage depen-
dence when the channel length is reduced below the processesminimum stated channel
lenght because the dependency ofId uponVds is exponential. Therefore we forgo the clas-
sic model for the exponential termeVds/VA in (13). Now that we have supplied empirical
verification of our model, let’s examine its physical basis.
3.2 Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL)
Fig. 17 shows the cross section of an n-channel MOSFET as wellas its energy band
diagram (potential versus length along the channel). For a short-channel device, a decrease
in the drain’s electron potential with respect to the channel (i. . an increase inVd) results
in a significant drop in the work function between the source and the channel. Since the



















Figure 17. Cross section and energy band diagram of a MOSFET.As Vds increases, the channel grows
shorter; therefore, the current increases. Also, a drop in electron potential at the drain of an nFET
induces a small drop in the electron potential of the channelat the source-channel interface. (The
picture of the source barrier is enlarged.) The current density through the channel increases as an
exponential function of the source barrier reduction.
channel current is an exponential function of the drain voltage, much as it is in the floating-
gate transistor. Both processes include barrier lowering at the source due to movement of
the drain (although they happen for different reasons). Therefore, we can use (13) to model
this phenomena:VA is a parameter that can be extracted empirically. For long MOSFETs, a
largeVA is associated with an exponential curve whose curvature is vry small. In fact, the
bend in the curve is so small that the slope of∆I/∆Vds does not change noticeably for the
operating range of the device; therefore, the exponential curve appears linear. In summary,
the channel current’s dependence on drain voltage looks linear for long-channel MOSFETs,
while for MOSFETs with very short channels, the drain current varies exponentially with
drain voltage in saturation. Nevertheless, we can use the sam expression and a single
parameter to model both short-channel circuit effects.
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Figure 18. Measured data from a short-channel MOSFET showing substantial DIBL. (a) Linear curve
fit to the threshold voltage shift with drain voltage: slope= 0.0379 V/V (b) Current versus drain voltage
for several applied gate voltages. This data was taken from an L=1.75µm pFET built in a 2 µm CMOS
process. The DIBL FET results in an exponentially increasing current due to linear changes in drain
voltages for subthreshold biases; a similar effect is seen for above-threshold currents. Good agreement
is seen to a single curve fit of this data to the modified nFET equations, with κ = 0.614and VA = 1V. We
can use this device to increase the linear range of on-chip FET circuits without resistors. Single curve
fit to experimental data: I = (5.18× 10−17) × e0.614Vg/UT eVd/1.0V
dependence ofId uponVds over several distinct gate voltages, just as we did for the floating-
gate dev Since both phenomena involve source barrier lowering, we should expect that
DIBL also manifests itself in threshold voltage reduction.Fig. 18 (a) shows that applying
a change in drain voltage noticeably shifts the curve of drain current versusgate voltage; in
other words, the threshold voltage shifts. The curves are equally spaced for equal changes
in drain voltage; hence, the threshold voltage drop is linear. Therefore, we can infer that
moving the source barrier is reduced by a linear factor of thedrain potential decrease. The
inset plot accentuates the linear decrease inVT with an increase inVds.
We have discussed how a decrease in channel length entails anincreased drain voltage
dependence. We show this effect explicitly in Fig. 19, where we have plotted Early voltage
versus effective channel length for nFETs and pFETs in the same 0.5µm CMOS process.
For this plot we have estimated the effective channel length to be 0.35µm less than the





















Effective Channel Length (µm)
Figure 19. Measured dependence of Early voltage on eff ctive channel length in a0.5µm process for
both nFETs and pFETs. The pFET data includes devices at and below the minimum allowed channel
length for the processes.
voltage) is a linear function of effective channel length. The difference in the slopes of the
two curves signifies different doping profiles of the devices.
3.3 DIBL devices in amplifiers
We will now show how linear operation in the exponent providea powerful technique to
develop circuits with saturated MOSFETS operating in the subthreshold regime, or BJT
circuits biased in the active regime. We can reforulate our earlier model, (13), as
I = Ioe
(κVg−Vs)/UT eVd/VA = Isate
Vds/VA (16)
whereAv = VA/UT is the maximum voltage gain of a subthreshold transistor. Ifwe build
a circuit where we fix the channel current, we would predict a linear dependence between
Vg, Vd, andVs, even though we start with a nonlinear equation, throughoutthe saturation






































































Figure 20. Amplifier Transfer characteristics with a DIBL pF ET device. (a) The inverting amplifier
with a DIBL pFET as its current source. The DIBL device has a low output resistance (i.e. a low
VA). (b) Voltage transfer function of the amplifier in (a) for various bias currents. Because of the low
output resistance, the gain is low; therefore, the input range over which both FETs are saturated is
much greater. (c) An enlarged picture of (b). Although the input range is very large (almost a volt),
the output function is (approximately) linear over the entire range. The only limitation on this circuit’s
linearity is device saturation.
The special symbol for the pFET denotes that it is a DIBL devic; .e. it has an ultra-
short channel. We use a long-channel nFET current source; therefore its Early effect is








and therefore the gain fromVin to Vout is κVa/UT . This gain is a constant for subthreshold
currents. Figure 20 demonstrates that we get a nearly constant gain over a wide swing of
input voltages, as predicted from theroy.
3.4 Differential Version of C4 With DIBL
Figure 18b shows that the channel current through this pFET is an exponential function of
both gate and drain voltage for a very short channel-length device. A device that exhibits
this exponential relationship between channel current anddrain voltage is referred to as a
DIBL FET, because Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) causes this effect. The sym-
















Figure 21. The circuit diagram of a differential version of this bandpass filter. An additional DIBL
MOSFET was added (Figure ??) to extend the linear range of this device. The frequency response of
this bandpass element is shown in Fig. 8.
We use a differential circuit topology, shown in Figure 21, to eliminateth second-
harmonic distortion components and increase the filter’s power-supply rejection. Also,
these circuits provide the correct output as the multipliercircuits that require balanced
differential inputs, as described in Section 3.5. Using the DIBLdevice effectively increases
the linear range of these devices; in the last section we showed that harmonic distortion
at the low corner is significant due to the nonlinearities of the adapting pFET transistor.
The key problem for linearity for an amplifier with gain is thearmonic distortion due
to the transistors setting the highpass response. Adding the DIBL device increases the
linear range frin 35mV to nearly 1V. Both the single and differential amplifiers had a gain
of 10, and had identical bias settings. The large amplitude (0.8V) sinusoidal signal has
roughly -30dB second-harmonic distortion. The second harmonic distortion, shown in
the normalized case in Figure 21, is almost completely eliminated (26 dB down) in the
differential version; the differential device is limited by third harmonic distortion at its
linear range. This 0.8V amplitude sinusoidal signal has roughly -37dB third harmonic
31














































Figure 22. Four-quadrant weighted multiplication using floating-gate devices.. Shown is experimental
data of the transfer characteristics of these devices. BetweenVtun and V f g is the symbol for a tunneling
junction, which is a capacitor between the floating-gate andan nwell. Clearly, there is distortion in
these simple multiplier cells. More complex multiplier cels can be used to reduce distortion but at a
cost of space.
distortion. The highest harmonic dominates the total harmonic distortion of this amplifier.
This bandpass circuit was originally developed as a transistor-only version of the au-
tozeroing floating-gate amplifier (AFGA) [18, 16, 27]. The close connection to the AFGA
allows for direct applications of existing results: 1. the filter’s linear (minimum) range can
be increased by increasingCw, 2. A voltage input at the filter’s linear range corresponds to
-26dB second-harmonic dominated distortion, 3. The total output-noise power is roughly
proportional toCw, and is inversely proportional toCL, and 4. We can increase the linear
range by increasingCw, and we can increase the dynamic range by increasingCw andCL
[20].
3.5 Floating-Gate Input-Weight Multiplier
Figure 22 shows the circuit model for our four-quadrant multiplier. This circuit was pre-









Figure 23. Differential Structure for 4-Quadrant Operation to reduce evenharmonic distortion. How-
ever, this more than doubles the cell size from the simple 4-quadrant multiplier.
linear range of these synapses while also providing the corre t feedback to generate fa-
miliar Hebbian learning rules [24, 16, 10]. Figure 22 also shws the measured data from
the floating-gate weighted multiplication. A reasonable multiplication is obtained over a
0.5V differential input range for a positive and negative range in weight values. Second
harmonic distortion dominates this multiplier as seen fromtheW = 0 curve. Alternatives
such as the differential multiplier shown in Figure 23 or current mode approaches [48] can
be used to reduce to even harmonics from the current multiplier. Solutions to reducing the
distortion come with a space tradeoff affecting density. Therefore, if the application can
tolerate the distortion the multiplier in Figure 22 should be used. Offsets due to the inputs
and mismatch are not a problem because each weight is explicitly programmed and can be
set to eliminate the offsets.
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If we re-writeV f g to have an input around a bias point
V f g = Vprog + Vinbias





whereVprog + Vinbias is the bias point.






































If we make the assumption the devices are identical, define a termVy = (UTCT ) (κpCin)
as the exponential slope of this element between capacitiveinput and channel current, and












The exponential slopeVy is a direct factor of the capacitive voltage divider into the
floating-gate. This voltageVy is typically around 1V. assuming the inputs are within the
input linear range,Vy, then we approximate the exponentials as linear functions:
Iout ≈ Iso(W






whereW+ andW− are the weights corresponding to pFET devices connected toV+in andV
−
in,
respectively. The synapse weight, defined byW+ −W−, and∆Vin take on both positive and
negative values; therefore the change in the output currentis a four-quadrant product of the
input by the synapse weights for fast timescales.
The circuit shown in 23 gives a four-quadrant multiplication between the input and a
stored weight. This synapse couples two source-degenerated(s-d) floating-gate pFETs in a
way that subtracts out their common responses to achieve a four-quadrant multiplication.
This circuit supplies a differential output unlike the previous multiplier that converted the
differential input to a single ended output. This circuit has theadded benifit of being a
differential system where even order harmonics are reduced are reduced at the output.
Additional pre-distort circuits have been designed for themultiplier to increase it’s
linear range and convert it to a current mode multiplier [9].Further current mode version
of this multiplier have been examined an determined to provide a 531nW/MHz multiplier
that is linear over two decades [6]. This provides 1 million MACs/0.27µW as compared to




4.1 Array Configuration of the Floating-Gate Elements
As with any new technology, these floating-gate devices present new challenges that must
be addressed before it can be a viable solution in mainstreamapplications. Many of these
headaches are very similar to the digital counterparts of ACAs, EEPROMs [3]. The major
similarity is how to modify the information in the device to adesired value. Yet, while
similar in physics, the desired application and use of the device lead us to different schemes
to alter the stored information. The desire is to deliver a system that will allow anyone to
realize the benefits of floating-gates in analog systems, even without a deep understanding
of floating-gate devices.
The floating-gate core used in the computational arrays differ from those used in other
analog memory circuits such as Epots [13]. Epots are made ”Usr-Friendly” by the ad-
dition of several control circuits around each floating-gate element such that the overall
circuit block is an order of magnitude larger than our singlefloating-gate elements. The
benefit of large floating-gate computational arrays is the compactness of each core element
and therefore support circuits must be moved to the arrays periphery to maintain a dense
repetitive core.
Presented in this chapter is a custom programming board and aphysics based algorithm
that is able to quickly and accurately program the floating gates in large arrays. Hopefully
the user friendly analog programming scheme places analog floating-gates in the toolbox of
circuit designers. Eventually making them as easy to understand and easy to use as digital
EEPROMs which is currently an accepted technology in moderncircuit design [18].
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Figure 24. The pFET device is chosen as our floating-gate device due to it’s device characteristics. The
pFET device has the channel to floating-gate field in the correct direction to collect excited carriers onto
the floating-gate. Shown is the schematic representation ofthe floating-gate device, the cross section,
and the injection fields of interest.
4.2 Floating-gate Device Overview
The floating-gate device that we use in our systems is shown inFig. 24. The pFET device
is chosen as our floating-gate device due to it’s device charateristics. The pFET device
has the channel to floating-gate field in the correct direction to collect excited carriers onto
the floating-gate. A nFET device must use a pBASE layer [15] ordual-gate Source Side
Injection (SSI) [54] structure to permit hot-electron injection to occur. These are both spe-
cial process steps that also alter the operation of the FET when it is used in a computation
and not just a memory element. The downside to choosing a pFETdevice for injection is
the requirement to reference everything fromVdd instead of gnd. This does present some
headaches when programming especially when charge-pumps are used to provide the in-
jection voltage.
The pFET floating-gate device shown in Fig. 24 can modeled by
Is = Iso exp
(











whereV f g is the change in the floating gate voltage,κp is the fractional change in the pFET
surface potential due to a change inV f g, Vo is the Early voltage of the pFET, andUT is the
thermal voltage,kTq .
The floating-gate voltage is made up of






... + Qstored (25)
whereCT is the total sum of all the capacitances onto the floating-gate that has a voltage
V f g. The floating-gate voltage also has aQstored term which is the charge stored on the
floating node.
The charge on the floating-gate can be programmed using one ofthree methods. First, is
electron generation from radiation such as ultra-violet (UV) light or cosmic rays. Second,
is tunneling through oxides with high fields. Last, is using electrons with enough energy to
overcome a barrier, generally hot electron injection. We avoid the use of UV exposure for
programming or erase due to the need for an external source oflight and the high cost of a
package with a window. The next section on device selection wll explain the how and why
tunneling and hot-electron injection is used to erase and program the floating-gate charge.
4.3 Device Selection in Arrays
Developing an efficient algorithm for pFET programming requires discussing the depen-
dencies of the gate currents, and the ability to modify a single device with high selectiv-
ity. A device is programmed by increasing the output currentof a pMOS transistor using
hot-electron injection, and decreasing the output currentusing electron tunneling. In the
proposed scheme, devices are programmed using hot-electron injection and are reset by
tunneling the devices below the level to which they are to be programmed. This scheme
is chosen due to device selectivity of the two different processes and tunneling junction
mismatch that effect predictability for modifying floating-gate charge in anrray. A time
response of one-half a second was used to produce Figure 25 because of the speed of
the instruments needed to carefully characterize this measur ment [17]. The floating-gate
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Figure 25. Output currents from two elements on the same row of a floating-gate pFET array, showing
115 tunneling operations followed by 200 injection operations. The floating-gate charge is modified
using several 0.5s pulses. [15, 25]
devices easily handle responses in ranges down-to and belowmicro-seconds by simply in-
creasing the tunneling and drain-to-source voltages used during programming and has been
show to work at this rate using the new updated programming board.
Before deciding on a particular programming scheme, the synapses(floating-gate pFET
with DIBL device) interaction when coupled into an array wasconsidered. The device
interactions are due entirely to the nonlinear dependence of the terminal voltages on the
floating-gate current. The tunneling and drain terminals are chosen to be common along a
row; therefore when programming one row, the other rows remain unaffected. Finally, how
to selectively modify the charge on a particular floating gate without affecting the other











Input Signals / Circuitry
Figure 26. Circuit diagram of chip design to allow dual programming / operation. When the control
signal S is 1, then the switches are closed to the decoder circuitry, enabling programming, and the
switches are opened to the normal operating circuitry. Bothdecoders either set their outputs to Vdd if
0 or select an output to an external pin. When the control signal S is 0, then the switches are open to
the decoder circuitry, and the switches are closed to the normal operating circuitry. The goal is to fit
all floating gates used into this array format which is described in Chapter 5.
Figure 25 illustrates that a single floating-gate device along a row can be programmed
with minimal effect to its neighbors. Tunneling selectivity along a row in this array is en-
tirely a function of how far apart the a selected floating-gate voltage vs. the non-selected
floating gate voltages can be pushed by the gate inputs. This is due to the fact that the
amount of tunneled current is based on the voltage across thetunn ling capacitor. This
voltage across the tunneling capacitor is equal toV f g − Vtunnel as can be seen in Fig. 24.
As equation (25) shows the floating-gate voltage is made up ofseveral terms including
the charge stored on the floating-gate. Exponentially, moretunneling current is obtained
for each linear increase across the capacitor because of theprobability of electrons tun-
neling through the barrier [42]. In brief, this is because asthe effective barrier height
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is lowered due to electrostatic influence of an electron approaching the interface and the
Fermi-distribution of the electrons in the conduction band. To select a particular synapse,
that floating gates control input is brought to as low a voltage s possible, while at the
same time bringing all the remaining floating gates control input to has high a voltage as
possible. The hope is that the coupling into the floating-node is large enough that theV f g
for the selected device is much lower than that of the non-select d devices. Because the
floating-gates voltage depends also on the stored charge device selective can change with
programmed values, a non-desired attribute. The selectivity ratio for the pFETs in Fig-
ure 25 on the same row is roughly 40 for a 5V supply. The tunnelig selectivity can be
increased by increasing the input voltage steps or by increasing the gate coupling to the
floating gate providing better floating-gate control. Generally this input gate coupling is set
by the computation and size requirements. Because of the poorer selectivity, tunneling is
primarily used for erasing and for rough programming steps.
The initial topology proposed[35] with tunneling junctions combined along rows only,
has been simplified in actual implementation by tying all tunneling rows together to con-
sume only one pin on the package. This avoids the need for high-voltage transistor switches
to tunnel along an individual row, which may not be availablein all process. There is a
drawback to using this simplified approach, tunneling can then only be selected at best
down to a column of synapses because the gates are shared along the columns. However,
this simplified approach works successfully in the overall programming scheme because,
tunneling is used primarily for erasing.
Figure 27 shows experimental measurements of pFET injection versus drain-to-channel
voltage[15]. Injection current in the transistor is modeleby the following equation:





e−∆Vd/Vin j , (26)
whereα = .93 andVin j = 400mV. For injection to occur in a device there are two control-
ling parameters, the source-to-drain voltage (∆Vd) to create the high field needed and the
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gate voltage to create current the MOS channel(Iso). Therefore as shown in Fig. 28, a de-
vice in the array is selected to be programmed by lowering thecolumn voltage, containing
the gate of the device, to around threshold(optimal injection voltage) and the row voltage,
containing the drain of the device, to a voltage to produce injection, while all other rows
and columns are tied toVdd. Because both conditions described earlier are then satisfied for
only one device, we have the ability to select a device to program out of the array. For larger
source-to-drain voltages, exponentially, more injectioncurrent is obtained as shown in (26)
and verified by Fig. 27. To control the amount of injection in the device, the source-to-drain
voltage is modulated by raising or lowering the row’s drain voltage. During programming,
the system voltage is raised to values that allow injection in that process. Selectivity in
this process is also dependent upon the floating-gate charge. If the charge is increased in
any device to permit channel current to flow whenVdd is applied to the control input gate
the device will still inject when the drain voltage is pulsed. All target current calculations
for the device are performed with the same drain-to-source voltage as during operation at
the specified gate voltage. This allows the device to be programmed for its operational
voltages, unlike other programming algorithms that suffer from drain-gate couple changes
when coming out of programming mode.
4.4 Floating-gate Array Programming Scheme
The programming scheme for analog cells must be different than that of digital memory
due to the difference in their objectives. For digital or binary circuits the desired solution
is only interested in resolving two distinct values for eachcell, that is one or zero; newer
digital systems store information using multiple levels but fundamentally use approaches
similar to binary valued cells. Analog programming systemsrequire a continuous range of
programmable values. Also in digital systems, design considerations demand a device that
can continuously and quickly store and read information. Inan analog system we are gen-
erally more interested in programming a device once and thenreading or, as we use them,
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Figure 27. Measured data of pFET injection efficiency versus the drain-to-channel voltage for four
source currents. Injection efficiency is the ratio of injection current to source current. The injection
efficiencies are nearly identical for the different source currents; therefore, they appear to be indis-
tinguishable on the plot. At drain-to-channel voltages equal to 8.2V, the injection efficiency e-folds
(increases by a factor of e) for a 250 mV increase in drain-to-channel voltage. [17]
computing continuously afterwards. Therefore in the analog system, instantaneous pro-
gramming of each cell is not as critical while accuracy of programming is far more critical.
Speed is still relatively important as large arrays are to beprogrammed, but our approach
prioritizes accuracy considerations over speed as evidentby the iterative approach.
Programming a floating-gate element involves being able to adjust multiple control
voltages of a single element. As shown in Fig. 28 it is possible to isolate individual elements
in a large matrix using peripheral control circuitry. Usingthe control circuitry, one is able to
access and isolate the gate and drain voltage of a single element. This orthogonal isolation
allows a single device to be programmed through correctly applied control voltages.








Ga te  Control
Voltage
Figure 28. Floating-gate array demonstrating element isolation by controlling the gate and drain volt-
age of each column and row. Selection of gate and drain voltages are controlled by on-chip mux cir-
cuitry.
switching circuitry to access each floating-gate element. The programming method uses
gate isolation per column and drain isolation per row. Individual circuit blocks are designed
assuming access by rows and columns and the control circuitry is designed accordingly.
This method of device isolation ensures that 1.) there will only be sufficient drain to source
voltage for injection of elements in a given row, and 2.) the only element in that given
row with any current flowing will be in the selected column. Row selection switches the
drain lines of a row of circuit blocks to the appropriate contr l signal while all other drains
are connected to a different control line which is typically connected to VDD for the chip.
Column selection switches the gate lines of an entire columnto a single control line while
all other gates are switched to another line which is typically connected to VDD. This
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Figure 29. Flow chart of programming algorithm. Devices first erased using electron tunneling. They
are iteratively programmed using hot-electron injection. A drain voltage is calculated using a physics
based equation and then applied as a rapid pulse to the device.
for injection control, while at the same time elements not being programmed are off during
the process. Because of the simplicity of the switching scheme, which requires a single
pFET in most cases, or a complimentary set of full transmission gates in the most complex
case, we are able to minimize the overall size of individual circuit blocks.
The isolation circuitry, shown in Fig. 26 is made of muxes that switch the drain and
gate voltages of the desired element onto a common bus for each signal. All other elements
are switched to a separate voltage which ensures that those devices will not inject. The
external voltages are routed off-chip and controlled by an external programming board
[36]. A typical programming scenario is shown in Fig. 28.
4.5 Floating-gate Programming Algorithm
Using large floating-gate arrays on the order of 1K to 10K elemnts, it becomes obvious
that programming each element by hand would be a very time intensive process. Fig. 29
shows a block diagram of the programming algorithm. The programming algorithm has
been automated into a single MATLAB function comprised of three lower level functions.
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Figure 30. A single row of floating-gate multiplier blocks programmed to cosine coefficients. These
blocks are essential to performing analog frequency transform functions. Because the values are arbi-
trary, one can also set these linearly or to increase or decrease logarithmically.
These functions include:
1. TunnelToRange()
Tunnels entire array until all current levels are below their d sired values. This func-
tion is required because tunnelling is used for global eraseand injection is used for
fine programming but only works in a single direction.
2. InjectToRange()
Ensures that all elements have a sufficient current at a given gate voltage to increase
the speed of injection. Injection requires drain current. Tunnelling is a global func-
tion so some elements may have significantly lower current levels than others. Future
revisions will allow isolation of tunnelling as well.
3. InjectArray()
Controls the injection of an entire array by calculating theoptimal drain voltage
to ensure that each injection pulse brings the element closer t the desired current
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Figure 31. Injection of a single element over 3 different trials. Each trial has a desired current of 30
nA. After the desired current is reached, the gate voltage isincreased to lower the current and the
programming algorithm is repeated.
without overshooting.
Based on transistor physics we are able to solve for the inject on drain-to-source voltage
for a desired current. Hot-electron injection in a pFET is decribed by (27)





whereIS 0 is the initial current,IS is the final current, andVin j, Iin j, andα are physical
device parameters that are obtain from characterization data or can be iterativly fitted. The




= −Iin j (28)
and the current in the subthreshold transistor modeled by
IS = IS 0e
−κ∆V f g/UT (29)























































































C0 · IS 0
α · e
−∆Vd/Vin j · (t) + A
IS
−α =
−α · Iin j0
C0 · IS 0
α · e
−∆Vd/Vin j · (t) + A
A = IS 0





−α · Iin j0
C0 · IS 0
α · e
−∆Vd/Vin j · (t) + IS 0
−α (35)
whereC0 = UT · CT/κ [17, 19].
Rearranging this solution into a single equation for∆Vd, these equations are simplified
into a solution of a single equation for the required drain voltage to reach a desired current.
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A change in drain voltage is calculated around a quiescent drain voltage that gives a 10
percent change in current for each injection pulse.
∆Vd = − ln
[
−C0






· Vin j (36)
The required drain voltage is calculated for each element inthe array given their present
value of current and the final desired current. These voltagev lues are then applied to each
element in the array [17].
Using floating-gate elements in analog computation requires that each element be pro-
grammed accurately to a desired current. Figure 30 shows a row of floating-gate multipli-
ers that have been programmed as a differential cosine weighting function. These elements
perform a scale multiplication on a differential input signal.
4.6 Pogramming Speed Issues
With large arrays of floating gates, on the order of 1K to 10K, speed is of paramount
importance for this technology to be viable. Programming speed is limited by four factors:
1. Injection pulse width.
2. External current measurement.
3. Serial communications for element selection.
4. Parallelism exploited within the system.
Injection has been shown to occur with pulses down to 10µs using the new FPGA
controlled programming board. The change in the floating gate c n be increased for an
applied pulse by either increasing the injection pulse timeor increasing the drain-to-source
voltage. Smaller pulse times can be applied for programmingby increasing the source-to-
drain voltage. Figure 32 shows injection rates as the injection pulse width increases. Fig. 31
shows convergence in eight to ten iterations, which resultsin an individual programming
time of 80 - 100µs. For an array with 2K floating-gate elements, the total programming


























Figure 32. Plot of injection rate versus injection pulse width for di fferent drain-to-source voltages. The
injection pulse width was limited by programming hardware and is shown to occur at a pulse width of
100µs. The minimum injection pulse width can be decreased by moving the control circuitry on chip.
External current measurements are limited due to the huge line capacitance for wires
running off chip and the equipment used to perform the current measurement. The current
measurement circuitry can typically provide one current measurement between 10µs for
large currents and 100ms for very small currents. Off chip also requires additional filtering
of the data to ensure accurate results which can make the measurements even slower. It is
appearant that for rapid programming the current measurement circuitry must be on-chip.
Programming board serial port communication is limited by port speed and also the
operating system running the algorithm. Using windows machines has shown to add ad-
ditional serial port timeout delays. The programming algorithm in a parallel effort by col-
leagues has been moved onto a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), thereby removing
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Figure 33. All four values converged within 9 steps.
the OS delays. Moving circuits on-chip to programming an entir row or column at a time
will significantly reduce overall programming time.
Initial programming results were obtained from a 1.2µm MOSIS process. A 2x4 array
of floating gates was used for this experiment. The operationvoltage for the chip was 3V.
For programming, 8V was used to allow for significant injection n this process to occur.
While in program mode, the drain voltage was held at 5V duringthe current measurements
for system operation with a 3V supply. The timing, T, used forinjection was 2 seconds.
This value was chosen only to ensure no timing issues in the test environment. Figure 33
shows an attempt at programming four devices in the array to different values. Figure 31
shows the attemps on a 0.5µm process targeting the same current.
4.7 Custom Programming Board
The floating gate computing array has a large potential in many systems. The arrays real


















Programming Board Testing Board
Figure 34. Block diagram of our custom programming board for automatic programming of large
floating-gate arrays. This board, controlled by a PIC micro controller and interfaced with a computer
through a serial port, is capable of programming floating-gate arrays fabricated in a wide range of
processes. This board allows easy integration with a largertesting platform, where programming and
computation are both required.
1000 floating gate elements. Manual programming via knob tweaking or even experimen-
tal lab setup, utilizing testing equipment, methods of programming these arrays quickly
show their limitation as array size grows. Also, if you were pr sented with the task of
programming many systems you would run into the same problem, programming time per
element. The solution is a custom programming board containi g circuits able to quickly
and accurately program the large number of floating gates in these large arrays.
Further motivating the design of this programming board, isa low cost alternative to
racks of testing equipment needed to program systems utilizing the ACAs. Not only does
using self contained custom testing circuits delivers the sp ed needed to realize the pro-
gramming of large arrays, but ultimately this programming board will remove the need for
the low-level understanding of how to program the arrays much like a PIC programmer
does for PICs. The system in Figure 34 allows for flexible floating-gate array program-
ming over a wide range of IC processes, and allows for nearly transparent operation to the
user. This board has three external connectors, a power conne tor, a serial port for commu-
nication with a computer, and a standardized header to connet to the testing board. The
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Figure 35. This is version 1.1 of the programming board. Over20 of these were assembled and used
for programming systems in the ICE lab and also for lab experiments in graduate classes. This board
has been updated to a newer version that function with a separte and dedicated FPGA development
board.
standardized header provides low level digital signals fordecoders and run/program modes,
power for the testing board, and analog signals necessary top ogram the array. The header
connects to a testing board allowing the flexibility to use thprogrammer across different
chips which may not contain all the on chip circuits necessary to program the array. At the
heart of the programmer is a PIC16C77 micro-controller, providing support for the serial
interface, the DACs on the board, the current measurement circuits, and the accurate timing
necessary for programming.
The current monitor block circuit on the programming board is used to drive the drain
lines of the computing array during programming. The requirement for this circuit is to
set a voltage while being able to read a current. This circuitreplaces the Source Measure
Unit(SMU) used in initial bench testing. The circuit shown in Figure 36 was designed to


















Figure 36. This circuit is used to set a drain voltage while being able to read the resulting drain
current. The integrator integrates the incoming current until the output voltage of the OPAMP drops
past a threshold triggering the comparator on the SET input of the S-R Latch. The S-R latch closes the
switch placing the second OPAMP around the integrating amplifier. This discharges the integrating
capacitor until the output of the integrating OPAMP goes above an upper threshold triggering the
comparator on the RESET input of the S-R Latch, opening the switch allowing the integration to
resume.
on the non-inverting input and appears on the inverting input through it’s virtual short. By
using a capacitor for the feedback, the OPAMP integrates theincoming current that can be
seen as the output voltage dropping in proportion to the current. Unfortunately, if left alone
the integrator output would reach the ground rail, after which the feedback would not hold.
The two comparators on the output of this integrator are usedto catch the output before
it reaches either supply rails. The output of the comparators is connected to the S-R latch
to enable the discharge circuit only long enough to reset theintegrator to a known voltage
point. The integrator capacitor then recharges until the catch point is reached and the cycle
repeats as is shown in Figure 37.
The PIC monitors the output of the S-R latch, producing a timevalue indicating the time
required to charge the capacitor from a known voltage to another known voltage. Knowing
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Figure 37. This is a scope trace of the integrators output. When the output drops below a set point
the integrating capacitor is discharged until the output reaches the upper voltage catch stopping the
discharge. The∆t is read by the PIC and converted into a current value.










The choice of C will determine the current range over which can be read as well as the
time need to make the measurement. With a little additional logic and circuitry a future
revised version will be able to auto-range by selecting fromvarious capacitors on the pro-
grammer. To auto-range to a lower current the PIC would simply have a time limit which




















Figure 38. This plot was generated when the programming boards current measurement circuit was
calibrated. Each dot is 100(all plotted, not averaged) simultaneous read values from the PIC at the
current. To perform this calibration a Keithly Source Measure Unit(SMU) supplied the current con-
trolled via MATLAB and the PIC was queried to obtain the time count. A was extracted to be 2.123E-4,
currents were then placed into the circuit and using this extracted number the current was measured
to within 1% accuracy. Only one current versus time measurement(point) is required to calibrate the
setup, all other points obtained are optional but increase the accuracy of the calibration.
long to integrate this small current. To auto-range to a larger current can be done via an
additional comparator, currents larger than the current capa itor can handle will keep the
OPAMP output to be at or below the lower threshold tripping this additional comparator.
The extraction of A from (38) is achieved by slope fitting a current sweep vs∆T values,
or in this case the PICs returned value of a count where each count is represented as a
fixed amount of time obtained from the circuit. Figure 38 shows the fit to a particular setup
as well as 100 current reads for the system plotted on the fit. It is clear that the system
provides about 9-bit of accuracy across more that two ordersof current magnitude. This
system represent the current reading in a fashion similar tofl ating-point representation
providing the large range accuracy. This extraction takes into account the actual capac-
itance value including parasitics and eliminates the need to accurately know the known
voltages required to compute∆V. This extraction might be performed in future versions
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using a switch capacitor circuits to accurately generate the current needed during calibra-
tion on chip, instead of using the SMU. A counter on the PIC is used to monitor the pulse
present on the output of the S-R latch and reports the value oftime over the serial port when
queried. The PIC counter has a bit limit, which is currently limiting the smallest current
that can be read for a given capacitor. However, any measurement taking that long should
be done with a different capacitor, increasing the measurement speed. Therefore, this will
be one of the signals used to auto-range in a future revision.
The programming board contains a SPI controlled DAC which supplies the analog volt-
ages needed during programming. This DAC also controls a volt ge regulator to supply the
Vdd to the Device Under Test(DUT) allowing the chip to safely be brought up to injection
voltages only after drain and gate lines have; the current setup ramps all voltages up and
down together to avoid un-intended injection when switching to programming mode. The
SPI input to the DAC is supplied by the PIC which can be controlled via commands over
the serial interface or also can execute precisely timed injection pulses. For the injection
pulses used to program the floating gates, the drain voltage must be lowered for a specific
amount of time and to a specific voltage. Injection information such as pulse width and
pulse voltage can be loaded into the PIC before the pulse occurs a hieving the short precise
pulse widths, which were unattainable in the previous benchsetups. Also, digital outputs
on the PIC are sent through level shifts to the connector to the testing board. These digital
outputs voltage follow theVdd ramping into and out of programming mode. This allows
selection of gate and drain lines through the on chip Multiplexor/decoder circuits as well as
run/program modes of each cell. These digital outputs are controlled at the software level







Figure 39. The use of these transmition gates and decoder allows the selection of a row or column
in the programming array. The array line selected is passed out onto the active line while all other
array lines are connected to the non-active line. The non-active line is used to disable the rows or
columns by being brought toVdd or an off voltage. The active line can be modulated to control the
injection(programming) process.
4.8 Architecture Issues for Array and Non-Array Layout
There are a few architectural issues that must be examined whn placing computing arrays
into systems. When it comes to implementing the overly simplified scheme depicted in
Figure 26 there are a few things that must be considered. First, the decoder/MUX structure
shown in the bottom and side of this figure requires further explanation.
This structure resembles a modified multiplexor allowing one f the multiple columns
to be selected; this is shown in Figure 39. When the array is placed in program mode the
decoder selects which gate column is individually sent out on the active line while all other
columns are connected to the non-active line. The non-active line is generally placed atVdd
which turns the connected columns gates off by providing no current through the floating
gates, inhibiting injection when the drain lines in the row direction are modulated. In the
row multiplexor/decoder the same occurs on the drain lines. It switches out the desired
drain row onto a single line and places all the other drain lines onto an inactive line that
is also generally placed atVdd removing the possibility of a high electric field fromVds
inhibiting injection along these rows.
The multiplier structures that is used as the core of the ACAsneeds relatively little
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Figure 40. In run mode all block process the incoming information and broadcast the result downward
in this model. The output of the previous block connects to the input of the next block. The output of
the last block, the Computation Array, is sent out horizontally on the row’s drain lines.
advance consideration when being placed into this programming array scheme. This is be-
cause the arrangement in the running system is identical to the arrangement needed during
programming, with all the column’s gates tied together and all the row’s drains connected
together. Placing floating gates into circuits likeC4’s or peak detectors is a bit more chal-
langing as it is preferable to program and address them like the multipliers in the array. Fol-
lowing are design considerations allowing even the non-multiplier cells to be programmed
and allow individual testing of each column in the array. In addition, there are other fore-
thoughts that should be considered if it is desirable to havesome cells programmed while
others are adapting.
Shown in Figure 40 is the block level of two pre-processing circuits which contain
bias elements that need programmed. These circuits ultimately feed into the multiplier
computing array. Therefore, the output of these circuits will connect to the gate columns


















Figure 41. In this figure, Program and Test modes are shown. InProgram mode all the gate line
are accessible from the Multiplexor/Decoder which is placed below the computation array. This is
accomplished by transmission gates in the preprocessing blocks. In Test mode certain blocks are left
in Program mode, allowing the signal from the above block to pass through. With the addition of the
logic in Figure 42 the signal from each column can be viewed.
every floating gate in the circuit including those in the pre-ocessing circuits. Through
the use of transmission gates which have 2 states, programming and non-programming, we
can access the floating gates in the circuits. The outputs of the pre-processing blocks then
become inputs for column lines. Additionally the input and outputs of the pre-processing
blocks must short together in order to allow propagation of the column line signals into the
circuits above them. The top most circuit obviously does notneed to send the signal above
itself, which in the programmable filter was theC4 cell.
Each pre-processing row should have it own program/ un andVdd pin. The need for
each preprocessing block to have its ownVdd is so that blocks that are to adapt can be
run at voltages allowing injection while not affecting the blocks already programmed that
must be left at non-injection voltages. If the chip containsno adapting blocks all the pre-
processing rowsVdd’s can be time together. The advantage of the individual program/run
pins for each pre-processing blocks along with a modified gate-column decoder structure









Figure 42. Using this modifier multiplexer/decoder circuit, which has some additional logic, allows
each channel to be tested while running. When the Prog pin is asserted all channels from the column
are connected to the decoder circuit. When the Prog pin is notasserted and the test pin is asserted only
the selected column will be connected to the decoder circuit. All other columns are therefore unaffected.
output of only theC4 pre-processing block by placing that block in run mode and every
block below in program mode which allows the output to be fed all the way down and out
the multiplexer. To see the eff ct of the next pre-processing block only requires moving
that block from program to run mode. In large systems this dramatically improves the
testability of the overall system by permitting the testingof each block.
Using these methods allows for fully programmable systems.Again the Programmable
filter only had to account for attaching theC4 cells floating-gate biases into the array. Sys-
tems such as the analog cepstrum processor, that is shown in Figure 43, include additional
pre-processing blocks such as the peak detector that must allow the gate signal to pass
through. The more pre-processing blocks involved the more tim hat will need to be spent
in assuring the system is programmable and testable once thehip returns from fabrication.
Some system may benefit by breaking up the system in half and duplicating the access
blocks to the top or even potential several times throughoutthe system. Global decoder
lines can be run up and down in a high level of metal to access the eparated blocks which






Test Logic and T-gates
Figure 43. Analog cepstrum processor utilizing the Computing Array which was based on the Pro-
gramming Filter core. The Programmable Filter is essentially the same except it does not have the
added peak detector making it slightly easier to implement.
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CHAPTER 5
ROW-PARALLEL PROGRAMMING OF FLOATING-GATE
ELEMENTS
5.1 Motivation
The use of floating-gates in analog systems to perform computations on signals has ex-
panded over the last several years [29]. Furthermore, thesesyst m are growing in com-
plexity, requiring the use of an ever increasing number of Analog Floating-Gate Elements
(AFGE). Currently, AFGEs are generally programmed using custom off-chip programming
circuits and algorithms [53]. However, the time required topr gram many elements to a
desired value still impedes the wide-spread use of AFGEs in analog circuits. Also, off chip
programming consumes many pins on a chip, reduces programming accuracy, and requires
specially designed boards be present whenever a AFGEs valueneeds to be changed. This
has motivated research into on-chip programming to eventually provide digital only sig-
naling for programming AFGEs. Presented in this section arethe circuits used to program
elements on-chip and in a parallel fashion, further decreasing the time needed to program
AFGE elements.
5.2 Row-parallel Scheme
Altering the stored charge on AFGEs can be carried out using UV photo injection, electron
tunneling, or hot-electron injection. For AFGE arrays, we have chosen hot electron injec-
tion, also referred to as CHannel Initiated Secondary ELectron (CHISEL) Injection in some
literature, to program the deivce. This assumes we will initially start from a floating-gate
voltage below the desired value to program to. To erase the AFGE array, the floating-gate
voltages are reduced using electron tunneling to flash erase(erase all devices at once) the
array. The rationale for program and erase choices is methodically explained in previous












System Control and Readout
Row
Scalable
Figure 44. This is a block level diagram of the on-chip schemeand not drawn to scale. In order to
provide row-parallel readings and keep the pins count minimized modified SRAM cells are used to
store the current measurements. They can then be read off-chip using serial methods such as SPI again
keeping the pins count requirement to a minimum. All the circuits needed to program the array are
located on-chip providing quick and accurate programming for the ACAs.
mismatch in the tunneling junctions used in AFGEs. The on-chip row-parallel structure
where designed to work with a constant-time varying-drain voltage-pulses needed to pro-
gram AFGE based on the programming algorithm described previously [53].
The current measurement structure was built to source a voltge and read the current.
This is important for programming when devices are programmed to a given current for a
Vds other than the supply voltage. Also, this permits the reading of currents in the array
after the array has been ramped up to injection voltages. This is useful for some of the
algorithms that are use to bring scattered devices into range. The design also maintains the
correctVds, whether the current measurement circuit is in integrate(read), pause or reset
mode. The design allows the current of all rows’ AFGEs in a given column to be read
simultaneously with the same applied gate voltage. This is not considered a drawback
as theVg diffrence from the desired userVg can be calculated out in the desired current
by knowing the effective device kappa. Further, in practice only one gate voltage is used
when calculating what currents are needed. In many circuitslike the multiplier [37] the
importances is to program a difference in floating-gate voltages for the computation and
can be done at any gate voltage. The additional logic needed to permit varying the gate
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Figure 45. This shows the high level diagram of the the peripheral circuits needed for programming
the Analog Computing Arrays. The goal is to provide a system that is unnoticeable to the user. To ac-
complish this: The supply voltage needs to be no greater thatthe operating voltage. The programming
of the array in performed by loading target values over a digital interface. The programming of these
values occurs on-chip without a detailed understanding by the user.
voltages along rows during a simultaneous read is more costly than the benefits gained for
most of the current AFGE systems.
The current measurement circuit, shown in Fig. 46 operates in one of three configura-
tions throughout the read cycle. The first is a reset mode; in this mode the capacitor used to
integrate the current is reset by placing the terminals betwe nVstart andVdrain. This places
the capacitor charge in a state where the integrator output will be Vstart when integration
begins. All rows in the current measurement block are reset at the same time once ther set
signal is asserted. Once the reset mode is complete, the circuit is placed in a pause mode
waiting for theread signal to go high. After theread signal is asserted all rows begin to
integrate the current coming from each row in the array on thefeedback capacitor. As the
current is integrated on the capacitor the output voltage ofthe op-amp that has the capacitor
in the feedback begins to drop. Once the output voltage dropsbelowVstop that rows com-
parator trips and takes the row out of integrate mode and places it back in pause mode. The
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completion of the integration is passed to the SRAM block andthe current counter value is
locked into the SRAM for that row. This counter value provides us with the time (δT ) that
the circuit integrated between the two voltages (δV) using the feedback capacitor (C).
This circuit provides a clean way to read the currents in eachrow at the same time.
Also, the circuit stops the integration once the integration output reachesVstop and waits
for a reset. The voltage on the output of the integrator will remain fixed for some short
amount of time. Because of this, the comparators voltage canbe swept over time and the
counter used to read out theδV discretized that was integrated over the fixedδT . This is
handy for measuring devices that would otherwise be out of range for the capacitor and
counter clock used. The last bit of the counter can be used to mark the transition from a
time-measured to voltage-measured mode and on the transition of this bit the integration
in placed in pause mode. Then during each clock transition into the counter the voltage
Vstop can be increased by some amount and the counter will record the voltage where the
comparator tripped for the row. TheδT then used for theδV sweep is just1T ∗ 2
(bits−1) and
provides a way to measure theδV from the inital integration. Any counter value with the
MSB as a zero will indicate a row where the time for the initialδV was integrated over and
a one will indicate a row where the voltage integrated over was measured.
After current measurement have been made an algorithm is used to calculate aVds
to apply to each row. This is currently being computed off-chip from the measurements
obtained on-chip. This algorithm is being converted to a format that will allow it to be
implemented completely on-chip in the next revision. Moving the algorithm on-chip will
decrease the time needed to program and array and further minimize the data needed to
be moved on/off chip. Once theVds is calculated, the voltages are loaded into sample and
holds in each row, allowing the pulse voltage for each row to be loaded independently.
All the voltages are then pulsed simultaneously for the sameount of time providing the
correctVds pulse for each row. After the pulse is completed the drain voltage is restored


























Figure 46. The row-parallel current measurement circuit alows a voltage to be sourced while the
current is read. This is accomplished using a switch-capacitor like integrating op-amp. The circuit
will integrate using I=C δV
δT , whereδV is Vstart − Vstop, C is the integration capacitor, andδT is measured
using the output of the comparator and an on-chip counter. The results of each row are stored in a
modified SRAM cell and later read out from off-chip.
5.2.1 SRAM Block
The SRAM used to store the counter’s value in for each row is a modified SRAM cell.
This permits separate control for loading and readout and separate inputs for loading and
reading. This cell can be read simultaneously while it is loaded. Figure 47 shows the
schematic representation of the SRAM cell. When the SRAM is in load mode one of the
inverters in lifted from ground and not able to pull the inputof he SRAM to ground. This
is desired as high voltages applied at the input do not pass completely through the single
nFET input providing only a mid-rail input voltage. This voltage reduction using a single
pass device is evident in the cells readout as seen in Fig.?? where the high voltages are
attenuated.
The SRAM cell has been measured to hold the output of the counters running at 10Mhz.
This was tested by placing the integrator block in reset modeand applyingVstart below
Vstop to lock in the counter value. WhenVstart is brought aboveVstop the SRAM load in











Figure 47. To store the time value supplied by a standard counter a modified SRAM cell is used.
This cell allows reading an writing from separate inputs anddoes not require a differential signal. The
counter bit is fed into the Write Bit Line until the output fro m the comparator drops shutting off the
Write Word Line. This locks in the current counter value in th e SRAM row once the integration is
complete. To read the row, row decoder selects the Read Word Line and allow another set of decoder-
muxes to send out each bit along the row.
while the clock input is still applied after being loaded.
5.2.2 Sample and Hold
A sample and hold is needed to provide drain pulses to the array simultaneously. After
the rows current is measured using the on-chip row convertors it is compared against the
target values. The sample and holds can then loaded from an on-chip or off-chip Digital
to Analog Convertor (DAC) according to a lookup table. The sample and hold needs to be
relatively small in it’s footprint as it is replicated for each row measured. For this reason
a simple 5 transistor OTA with a 200fF sampling cap was used inthe design. This section
shows the measured performance of this simple sample and hold.
Figure??shows the input vs. output characteristic of the sample and hold. The sample
and hold tracks well for voltages in the range of 0.8V to about3.1V for a supply voltage
of 3.3V. This sample and hold has a gain error of about 48.5mV/V of the input range.
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Figure 48. A single SRAM has been shown to hold it value. A 1MHzinput signal was applied to a single
SRAM cell. Shown in the figure is the ability to hold a zero and and one. The cell uses a single nFET
for readout and therefore the high values stored in the SRAM asVdd appear at the output around 1.5v
There appears to be a input offset of about 0.07V as measure from the chips sample and
hold input to the chips sample and hold output. This is a result of the small sized input
transistors mismatch or voltage drop in the sample and holdsinput switch. This however
may be acceptable in this system, but would require a slightly longer time on an industrial
tester. The injection table on-chip could take into accountthe off-sets in the sample and hold
when initially calibrated/ tested when back from fabrication. To provide this testability a
switch needs to be added to the output of the sample and hold ofeach row and indexed off
the row decoder.
5.2.3 On-chip Measurement Counter
The ripple counter on chip was tested experimentally using up to a 30MHz input signal.
This was supplied using a external function generator that could supply signals only up
to 30MHz. The input clock, output of the first division and theoutput of the 6th division
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Figure 49. (a)The sample and hold tracks voltages well between the ranges of 0.6V to 3.2V for a 3.3V
supply. This is the expected operation for a 5 transistor OTAconnected in unity gain feedback. (b)
The gain error of this sample and hold was extracted to be -45.8mV/V. A slight non-linearity can be
observed
are shown in Fig. 53. The output of each counter bit is buffered internally using a buffer-
inverter. This inverter allowed the counter to function up to 30MHz even when the output of
the first division was severally attenuated as measured off-chip. The load of the protection
pad, proto-board, and leads to the measurement equipment was he source of the load
observed at the output of the first division. The sixth division frequency was measured to
be 469.2kHz, close to the expected value of 468.7kHz.
The resetable counter used in the design was a ripple counter. Th refore, the carry must
ripple through the system and propagate to the MSB before it is updated. This delay was
measured by obtaining the output transitions from divisionof the counter. The delay from
the first transition to each subsequent division transitionwas measured and plot in Fig. 54.
A fit of the points resulted in an experimentally measured propagation delay for the ripple
in this counter design to be 4.275ns per bit.
5.3 Resolution and Mismatch Issues
Programming AFGEs to a precise analog current will be subject to some maximum ac-
curacy. This accuracy can arise from the resolution of the measurement block or from
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Change in sampled voltage over time
Figure 50. Decay over time for the starting voltages. This dat used to get the decay voltage plot
mismatch in any of the programming circuitry. The resolution of the current measurement
circuit in the on-chip AFGE programmer is not fixed once fabricated. The measurement
circuit works by integrating the current to be measured on a capa itor. The voltage on the
output of the capacitor changes from one fixed voltage to another fixed voltage over the





where the current I is being measured by aδT .
The resolution available to measure I is set by several parameters. The first is the
minimumδT that can be measured. This is directly related to the clock frequency supplied
to the counter as the LSB will switch at this clock frequency.The clocking frequency is
however scaled by two other terms;δV andC. The integrating capacitor C is fixed during
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1st order voltage loss fit from 2 minute trace
Figure 51. The decay rate of the sample voltages vs. the voltage stored on the Sample and Hold is
shown. The decay is at worst case 0.4mV/S or 12-bits of resolution with hold times of one second.
fabrication and multiple capacitors can be fabricated for each row, then switched in to
change the currents that the circuit is able to integrate over a set time window. Increasing
the capacitor slows down the integration for a fixed current,allowing the resolution for that
current to be increased for a fixed clock frequency. However,by increasing the capacitor
with all other parameters fixed the time to integrate the current is now longer. It is apparent
that by changing the capacitor we can trade off time for resolution. TheδV which is the
voltage over which the current is integrated can be changed aft r f brication as well. This
can be changed and affects the resolution vs. time tradeoff in the same fashion as the
capacitor.
Mismatch in any of the rows circuits can obviously alter the counter value (current) read
from each row using the same conditions. Mismatch in capacitan es used for integration
and transistors in the comparator are such places for this mismatch. However, the use of
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Step for bias current 1.67v
1.9v range 8-bit
fsam ple=140kHz
Figure 52. The minimal conversion time for the sample and hold used is 45kHz for a range of 2V. This
conversion time will determine the amount of time needed to load all the rows sample and hold. For
example to load 100 rows would take 2ms. The first sample and hold loaded would change by less than
1 µV after being loaded.
AFGE in arrays can tolerate to some degree or in some systems ar even not affect by row
mismatch. For the multiplier, which makes up about 80% of alloperations in many of the
ACA systems, only the difference in the neighbor affects the calculation, where absolute
values alter bias currents only that do affect the computation. Each row can therefore
measure the same current slightly off and the computation accuracy will be preserved.
AFGE currents that require good matching to each other should be placed along the same
row due to these row to row mismatches. Therefore, while the mismatch exists, correct
choices in the design of computation systems can minimize the ffects of the programming
mismatch. In future revisions of the programming circuitrycorrection registers on-chip
could be used to correct such offsets. During initial test, known currents can be applied and
the offsets stored on-chip for each row providing a way to later remove these offset errors.
5.4 Simulation
The row-parallel structure, consisting of the sample and hol ; integrator; counter; and mod-
ified SRAM, has been simulated in Cadence and demonstrated towork. Simulation shows
that the dynamic counter used can operate at frequencies up to 10MHz in the AMI 0.5µm
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Figure 53. The ripple counter on chip was tested using up to a 30MHz input signal. The input clock,
output of the first division and the 6th division are shown. The sixth division frequency was measured
to be 469.2kHz, close to the expected value of 468.7kHz.
process. If a 10fF capacitor and aδV of 1v was used to integrate the signal this would give
an upper limit of 100nA. That is if only the first bit of the memory is latched the 10fF ca-
pacitor integrated over 1V in 100ns and according to (39) that would be a current of 100nA.
It can be seen in this simulation as discussed earlier that two hings will limit the maximum
current that can be read from the structure. The size of the capacitor; where a larger ca-
pacitor will permit the reading of larger voltages and the sped at which the counters can
operate; where a fast counter permits larger currents for a given sized capacitor. Because
this cell is arrayed it will be advantageous to limit the cellsize as much as possible. With a
capacitor of size 100fF we can measure up to 1uA with the LSB change.
If we use a 16-bit counter to measure the current in the smallest readable current can
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Figure 54. The resetable counter used in the system was a simple ripply counter. The propagation
delay for the ripple in this counter design was experimentally measured to be 4.275ns per bit.
take up to 6.5ms to be read. This would be the case if all bits inhe counter are high and
the current read would be 1.52pA for the 10fF capacitor. Obviously the faster the counter
the more bits can be used to provide full range in a set amount of time; where more bits
increases the read time along with the range for smaller currents. Shown in Fig. 55 is
the integration and SRAM values for a 1fF capacitor plus parasitics integrating 20nA over
0.6V. The integration completes in only 200ns as seen by the SRAM values. This chip is
back from fabrication and is currently undergoing testing.The chip will be tested with a
FGPA simulating the on-chip controller to rapidly program an array of float-gate elements.
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Figure 55. This is the integration and SRAM values for a 1fF capacitor plus parasitics integrating
20nA over 0.6V. The integration completes in only 200ns as seen by the SRAM values.
5.5 Charge Pumps
If the ACA systems are to be self-contained and completely transparent to the user, the
high-voltages needed for programming should be generated from the standard supply volt-
age. In order to accomplish this switch-regulators or charge-pump/voltage-doublers will
be needed a part of the on-chip solution. Both circuits provide DC-DC conversion using a
high switching frequency clock. The main difference between the two circuits is the ele-
ment used to store energy during the switching cycles. Switching regulators use an inductor
to store the energy whereas charge pumps use capacitors. In the case of the switching regu-
lator, energy is stored by the change in current in the inductor whereas in the charge pump,
energy is stored in the capacitors by the change in voltage. Capacitive energy storage cir-
cuits have the advantage of being able to be completely integrat d on chip when the power
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requirements are relatively small thereby reducing cost, eliminating an external supply, re-
ducing pin count and hence using less board space. The work presented in this section is a
collaborative venture with another colleague in the ICE lab.
5.5.1 Charge-pump Direction
After the need for a chargepump was realized, both switchingcar e-pumps(voltage dou-
blers) and Dickson charge pumps were examined as possible solutions. First, the switching
charge pumps were evaluated. This charge pump operates by charging-up capacitors in
parallel, the reconnect them in series to produce a greater voltage than the one supplied. It
can be though of as connecting batteries in series to obtain ahigher supply voltage when
each, individually, have a lower voltage. These charge pumpstructures [50] are based on
switched-capacitor techniques [1] This structure is highly efficient and lacks the leakage
currents and threshold-drops that plague the Dickson charge pumps. However, the switch-
ing charge pumps appeared to have a major draw-back; in that the switches used to provide
the series-to-parallel conversion required the same high-voltage that you are attempting to
generate. There are solutions to this drawback [4] and requiadditional driver circuits
to control the charge pumps. The information on these driverblocks is limited mostly
likely due to intellectual property concerns. Also the needto non-overlapping clocks is a
requirement for many of these types of pumping structures.
The second structure that was entertained as a solution to supplied injection and tun-
neling voltages was the Dickson charge pump [8]. The Dicksoncharge pump uses two
clock signal in anti-phase of each other, alternately applied to each stage, to pump charge
through diodes that operate as a self-timed switch. The schematic diagram of a CMOS
Dickson charge pump is shown in Fig. 56. The operation of the clock is responsible for the
boosting operation. For example at point A, the voltage is boosted to 6V when the clock
is pulsed high. This occurs because the voltage is set at 3V bythe voltage source input
and it is immediately elevated to 6V when the clock toggles high since the voltage across








Figure 56. This is a schematic representation of a charge pump. In our work we will be designing
a Dickson charge pump. Our objective is to find the optimum rectifier structure which will yield the
highest output voltage with the best efficiency. The value of the capacitor used in the designs present d
in this paper equals 1pF.
since this stage is pulled to ground by the clock which operates in antiphase. Thus each
successive stage is increased by the magnitude of the clock,i.e., 3V. The output voltage is
given as:
Vout = Vin − Vd + n ∗ [V
i
φ − Vd − Vl] (40)
where
Vin is the input voltage to the circuit;
V iφ is the voltage swing at each node i due to capacitive couplingof the clock;
Vd is the voltage drop across each rectifier;
Vl is the charging and discharging of the capacitors when the charge pump is sourcing
current.
5.5.2 Dickson Chargepump Rectifying Element
One of the elements used in the Dickson charge pump is the rectifying element. This ele-
ment while drawn as a simple diode must be implemented on-chip using structures available
to the designer in a standard CMOS process. After thinking through the MOSIS CMOS
process available, six rectifying structures were identified. These six, shown in Fig. 57,
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Figure 57. Shown in this figure are the 6 possible rectifier structures designed in a standard .6um
CMOS process.
a) Diode connected NMOS (DCN) transistor W=6um and L=.6um. b) High voltage NMOS transistor
(HV), W=6.75um. & L=.6um. c) Body controlled PMOS transistor (BCP),W=6um and L=.6um. d) PN
Junction (PN), diffusion dimensions 5.4um x 2.4um. e) The Schottky diode (SCH),diffusion dimensions
2.4um x 3.9um. f) PMOS diode connected transistor with VSB=0 (VSB=0), W=6um & L =.6um.
connected PMOS transistor (BCP), PN junction (PN), Schottky diode (SCH) and PMOS
diode connected transistor with source to body voltage equal to zero (VSB=0). All of these
devices were fabricated in a standard .6um CMOS double poly pr cess. In order to layout
some of these rectifiers in standard CMOS some of the DRC violations were ignored.
5.5.3 IV Curves
Shown in Fig. 58 are the IV curves for both forward and reversebias regions for five of
the devices. The high voltage device was omitted because it was found to be inoperative,
probably due to an inadequately long channel length which most likely resulted in punch
through. The channel length was later doubled and as such wassuccessfully used in sub-
sequent multi-stage charge pump designs [31]. In the reversbias regions it is seen that
all the rectifying structures except for the DCN rectifier break down with a reverse bias
of 1V or less. The IV curves for the BCP device were measured for body voltages of 1V
(Bdy=1), 3V (Bdy=3) and 5V (Bdy=5) and its breakdown voltage also occurred when the
reverse bias was approximately 1V or less. In the forward bias case, the Schottky diode
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Figure 58. Fabrication results from .6u standard CMOS process indicating the reverse and forward
bias characteristics of the 6 different rectifiers.
Legend: DC⇒ Diode Connected NMOS transistor; BCP Bdy=5⇒ Body controlled PMOS transistor
with Vsb = 5V;
BCP Bdy=3 ⇒ Body controlled PMOS transistor with Vsb = 3V; BCP Bdy=1 ⇒ Body controlled
PMOS transistor with Vsb = 1V;
PN⇒ PN junction; SCH ⇒ Schottky diode; Vsb0⇒ PMOS diode connected transistor with VSB=0.
structure is the most current prolific device and has the highest initial value of current.
5.5.4 Pump Design
For Analog Computing Arrays, two high-voltages will need tobe generated from the op-
erating supply. The first is the tunneling voltage. To removecharge the floating-gate, a
special tunneling junction is used. For the 0.5µm process a voltage of approximately 15V
is needed to tunnel, with tunneling rapidly occurring around 17v. Therefore, this charge
pumps need to be able to supply a high voltage. The current requirements for the output of
the charge pump for tunneling are minimal per device. Tunneli g junctions are extreamly
efficient in that all the charge supplied to the tunneling junction is passed through and onto
the gate.
It is seen in Fig. 59(b), that in general for higher frequencis, the output voltage is
increased. This corresponds well with the output voltage v.s. frequency characteristics
shown in Fig. 61(b). The clock signals were generated off chip to simplify testing of initial













Figure 59. Illustration of the Schottky charge pump used fortunneling and its characterization from
fabrication results in a standard 0.5µm CMOS process. (a) The Schottky charge pump configuration
to effect tunneling. (b) Current loading characteristics for various frequencies. The output voltage of
approximately 18V will be sufficient for tunneling in a 0.5µm CMOS process. This configuration shows
ample sourcing capability to drive an array of floating gate circuits sinking a total of 1nA where each
floating gate transistor sinks 1fA.
to prevent signal degradation. This charge pump will be usedto control a floating gate
array where each transistor draws approximately 1fA for a tot l f 1nA. Shown in Fig.
61(a) is the transient output of the Schottky charge pump boosting the output voltage from
approximately 4V to 18V. The output exhibits a charging withno dramatic overshoot spikes
that could potential damage the tunneling oxide.
The second is the injection voltage. The requirement for this c arge pump will be
moderate pumping voltage(6.5V from a 3.3-5V supply) but a need for an adequate supply
current. Injection requires a channel current to be presentand therefore is not 100% effi-
cient as in the tunneling case. While some seem to indicate tht large drain currents are
needed [49], injection actually occurs more efficiently with sub-threshold drain currents.
The channel current generally needed for injection programming of ACA is no more than
10nA.
Shown in Fig. 60(b) are the current loading characteristicsfor a 3 stage Dickson charge
pump using high voltage transistors. Conforming with the results shown in Fig. 61(b)

















Figure 60. Illustration of the high-voltage charge pump used for injection and its characterization from
fabrication results in a standard .5um CMOS process. (a) A 3 stage high-voltage charge pump used
to control injection in floating gate circuits. (b) The current loading characteristics for controlling
injection on the drain of the floating gate device. The voltage interval of approximately 7V-8V will
definitely accommodate the required interval 6-6.5V neededfor injection.
higher frequencies, at approximately 5MHz, there is a sharpdecrease in magnitude that is a
result of attenuation of the inverting clock signal magnitude that was supplied using an off-
chip source. It was observed that the inverted clock signal,as measured at the protoboard,
started to experience attenuation and phase shifting above1MHz. The charge pump used
for injection would be used to source approximately a total of 1µA for an array of 100
elements, each sinking 10nA. The high voltage structure wasan NMOS diode connected
transistor except that the source and drain regions were surounded by N-wells.
5.5.5 Incorporating these into the ACA programming structure
These charge pumps have been shown to actually tunnel and inject a single floating-gate
element. However, charge pumps will present a bit of change ithe way the ACAs have
been constructed in the past. As pointed out, charge pumps are limited in current drive
before their output voltage start to drop. Because of this the arrays must be zoned in to
smaller chunks. This zoning has been considered and actually changes the row column
selection of the devices.
Shown in Fig. 62 is the low-power scheme for switching the charge-pumped injection
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a) b)
Figure 61. Illustration of transient and frequency output voltage characteristics from fabrication re-
sults in a standard 0.5um CMOS process. (a)Transient outputof Schottky 6 stage charge pump boost-
ing output voltage from approximately 4.3V to 18V. (b) Output voltage as a function of frequency for
the high voltage and Schottky charge pumps. These tests wereeffected with a 5V input and a 5V clock
operating at 5MHz for a no load case.
voltage onto columns. Because of the current limitations the wells of a minimal number
of floating-gate elements can be charged at one time. There isno static power dissipation
in this implementation and transient switching power was calcul ted in simulation to be
orders under the maximum output from the charge pump. Even ifthe voltage at the level-
shifter drop during switching, which would occur if it couldnot supply enough current
while switching, it will still switch but at a slower rate. Once the transition is complete the
charge pump voltage will recover back to injection voltage.This was verified in simulation
by a current limited voltage source
This current limitation, and subsequent need to separated the columns wells has a neg-
ative effect on the density that can be obtained. However, this changes the access method
that has been used in the past to isolate a floating-gate element to program. Traditionally
we have used the gate lines to provide column selection of devices. However, with each
columns well separated we can use this to provide the column selection. There is an ad-
vantage to this method, current when devices are highly programmed and in a column not













Figure 62. Shown is the low-power scheme for switching the charge pumped injection voltage onto
columns. To use the charge pumps in the arrays the columns well are separated to allow only the
devices in single column to the powered up and injected.
in the current programming scheme. If the device is highly programmed there will still be
channel current even when the gate if pulled to Vdd or off. In the new scheme even if there
is channel current there will not be an appropriateVds for injection. Actually, all gates in
the array can be tied together during programming pulse. However, they will still need to
be separated to measure the current programmed into the devices. This new method is still
compatible with row-parallel programming. The number of rows that can be programmed
simultaneously will be dependant on the current supplying ability for the injection charge
pump.
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Figure 63. Shown is the measured data of the 10-bit current-scaled DAC convertor
5.6 DAC Block
The row-programming system requires a few digitally controlled voltage source for pro-
viding the programming pulses to gate and drain lines. When tse voltages were needed
that have been supplied in the off-chip programming systems by commercially obtained
DACs. It is desired to move these DAC on-chip to reduce pin-count and move towards the
goal of a digital-only interface for programming ACA chips.A current-scaling DAC [1]
was designed, fabricated and measured. This design uses a unit transistor that is connected
in series and parallel to alter the effective W/L of each bit. By using the unit transistor
and replicating it to create each bit the hope is the matchingcan be improved to provide
increased accuracy on each binary weighted current source.
The DACs measured INL and DNL are shown in Fig.?? It is observed that the INL
and DNL error increases as the code word increases. This is becaus the noise from the
bias supplied to the reference unit becomes amplified. The voltage sources that are used
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INL of 10bit current mode DAC
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Figure 64. Layout of the 10-bit DAC convertor. This layout show the DAC design from a unit cell
replicated and connected to provide the DAC bits. The outputof the current mode DAC is con-
verted back to a voltage using a poly-resistor. The Intergral Non-Linearity (INL) and Di fferential
Non-Linearity(DNL) for the 10-bit DAC is presented. It is observed that the INL and DNL error in-
creases as the code word increases. This is because the noisefrom the bias supplied to the refrence unit
becomes amplified.
to set the bias current on the reference cell was done using a potentiometer. This reference




HANDLING AND RETENTION ISSUES
Presented are handling and use issues to consider when usingfloating-gates in analog cir-
cuits, such as where to set bias voltages to reduce long-termeffects and what to watch for
when powering up and down the system. Designs to compensate for long-term changes
resulting from global disturbances are presented, both forcomputational blocks as well
as bias currents using floating-gates. Also presented is long-term data from an array of
floating-gates demonstrating their ability to hold charge ov r time.
6.1 Motivation
We seek to address the reliability of floating-gates in analog systems as they have recently
been perceived and published[2] as unreliable. Currently,it is accepted that digital Flash
(EEPROM) memory, which is based on the same floating-gate structures, is reliable - so
much so that we entrust our irreplaceable pictures to this technology. Flash circuits are
generally rated to retain their information without any failure for ten years. Also in the
flash systems the charge on the floating-gate is written and erased many more times than
one could envision many of these analog systems to be. This constant writing and erasing
tends to degrade the oxides and yet they are still rated and trusted to ten years. The ultimate
goal is to produce the same level of confidence for floating-gates in analog systems as is
demonstrated in digital systems.
6.2 Floating-gate Device
The schematic diagram of a CMOS floating-gate is shown in Fig.65 A simple way
to examine this circuit is as a MOS transistor with a capacitive divider attached to the
input. Besides the inputVin and tunneling capacitorVtun there are capacitors, inherent to















Figure 65. Schematic representation of a floating-gate device. This figure demonstrates the ability to
have multiple input signals into the device. Also noted is the actual floating-gate which has no DC
path to a supply rail resulting in trapping of charge noted asQstored. Modifying this charge results in a
change of the floating-gate voltageV f g and therefore a change in current through the transistor(Id) at
a give input state.
simplicity. Therefore, many input signals are coupled ontothe input of this one transistor






... + Qstored (41)
whereCT is the total sum of all the capacitances onto the gate andV f g is the voltage
on the floating-gate. Note that the floating-gate voltage which affects the output current
has a termQ which is the change stored on the floating node. This charge, that can be
modified through several processes, will stay constant unless modified as it is isolated with
no DC path to ground. Any modification of this charge quantitywill result in a change in
the current output of the transistor at a give input state. Therefore, unlike volatile circuits
that analog designers are accustom to working with, anything that can modify this charge
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Figure 66. This figure shows the band diagram representationof the floating-gate with respect to an
input gate and the channel. Shown also are the mechanisms forchanging the charge on the floating-gate
which are (1) Electron generation from radiation(UV, cosmic rays) (2) Tunneling through oxides with
high fields (3) Electrons with enough energy to overcome a barrier, generally hot electron injection,
(4) hopping of charge through traps in the oxides. Also trapping and subsequent detrapping of charge
effect total gate charge.
6.3 How to Modify the Charge
When using these devices in circuits it must be understood how t is charge can be modified.
Not only can these methods be used to intentionally modify the c arges but care must be
taken when handling, testing, or using the device to avoid anuni tentional change from
these same processes. Also, understanding how the charge ismod fied will give insight
into where voltages should ideally be left on nodes used to program the device afterwards
when change is no longer desired to the device. There are fourmethods for modifying this
stored charge. They are radiation which is generally UV performed through a glass cover
in the package, tunneling through a thin dielectric layer, channel hot-electron injection, and
hopping through or trapping/ detrapping from the oxides surrounding the floating node.
First, radiation can alter the charge on the floating-gate. This charge alteration takes
place when applied radiation causes electron-hole pairs tobe generated throughout the
chip. By biasing fields in the desired direction charge can beadded or removed from the
floating-gate. In most cases this is used solely to remove charge from the floating-gate as in
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) Charge on   Floating Gate
Figure 67. This shows the effect of altering the floating-gate charge on the device. Increasing the
floating-gate charge results in a larger current at a given gate(input) voltage. Decreasing the floating-
gate charge results in a smaller current at a given gate voltage. The charge is trapped and therefore
the device is said to be programmed.
UV erasing of EPROM but it has been demonstrated that it can beused to program floating-
gates[4]. Other forms of radiation are unintentional from the environment and generally
are critical to retention times. Floating-gate devices used in space will be exposed to a
large amount of cosmic rays which will reduce the retention tmes from normal operating
environments.
Next, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling through thin oxides can modify the charge on the
floating-gate. This field assisted tunneling is achieved when a large enough voltage appears
across the interface of the oxide. The height and thickness of this barrier depends upon the
material and process used. Due to the high electric field the electrons in the conduction
band see a triangular barrier. Therefore the barriers effective width is dependent upon the
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magnitude of the applied field or voltage. When the barrier issmall enough electrons can
tunnel through this oxide. The current resulting from tunneling is increased exponentially
with a linear increase in applied field. Therefore care must be aken once the tunneling
current starts so as not to over-tunnel a device. Also large transient voltage spikes can
damage the oxide creating oxide holes allowing a path off of the floating-gate. Lowpass
filtering of this input to the chip is recommended to prevent oxide damage. For this process
to occur, a large enough voltage is placed across the oxide and the direction of this voltage
will determine the field direction and where the electrons will be moved from-to(on or off
the gate).
Another process to modify the gate charge is to excite the electron with enough energy
to surmount oxide barriers. Unlike tunneling where we attempt to reduce the effective
barrier width to move through it, giving an electron enough energy will allow it to go over
the barrier. This is generally done by a process called hot electron injection. In the pFET
devices we accomplish this by giving a minority hole carrierenough energy that when it
collides in the drain region it results in an electron-hole pair with substantial energy. The
generated electron will follow the nearest field. In the pFETcase it will be swept onto
the floating-gate near the drain, and the resulting hole willbe swept into the well. For hot
electron injection to occur a sufficient field is placed across the channel from source-drain
to accelerate the minority carriers in this region. Also, a gate voltage must be applied to the
device so that a channel can form allowing the minority carriers to flow. Therefore, the gate
and drain voltages can be modulated to adjust the amount of gae current or carrier injection
onto the floating-gate. Finally this charge modification method occurs exponentially with
varying source to drain voltage.
Lastly, and the most determinate to the long term changes experi nced on the floating-
gate is hopping and trapping/detrapping. Defects in the oxide create states which can be
occupied by electrons. These states can be visualized by a decreasing of the barrier height
and width throughout the oxide as seen in Fig. 66. Charge which as enough energy to
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move into the next state can tunnel through the barrier, which is smaller than the complete
oxide width, to the next trap. The field across the oxide will st determine the probabil-
ity of tunneling(hopping) and the direction in which tunneli g will occur. This field will
therefore determine if the charge will increase or decreaseon the floating-gate due to oxide
defects. Also during tunneling, when fields are present to move charge completely through
the oxide the electron can become trapped in these defects inthe oxide. This charge,
whether trapped in the oxide or on the floating-gate, will affect the overall channel of the
transistor. One could visualize the single oxide as having many floating-gates all coupling
into the real floating-gate at different ratios. If this charge detraps onto the floating-gate the
electron will not have a stronger influence on the channel resulting in increased current. If
this charge detraps onto the input node it will be collected an the transistor’s current will
decrease according to the coupling of the trap to the channel.
6.4 General Handling Issues
The last section describes how the charge on the floating-gate can be changed, this can be
done intentionally or even unintentionally. Most analog designers and testers are used to
the volatile nature of their circuits and tend to overlook issues that have unintended effects
on non-volatile circuits. We are accustomed to when our chips are moved into an undesired
state, such as latch-up, simply powering down and perhaps placing them in conductive
foam for sometime. One might not even take care in moving themfro the setup to the
foam due to chip-saving protection circuits on the input pins. After sometime these chips
return back to their normal state due to the volatile design.However with non-volatile
designs, any change in the charge stored on the floating-gatewill effect operation long term
as the state is preserved when power is removed.
Handling of these chips is even more critical than in the aforementioned systems. In
volatile systems an induced voltage onto the pins, if not large enough to puncture oxides,








Figure 68. This structure can be used to create programmablebias currents that are resilient to global
changes in floating-gate voltages. The diode connected floating-gate provides feedback from changes
in the floating-gate voltage over time to the bias current floating-gates in a master-slave fashion. This
device provides feedback by adjustingVcomp as its floating-gate charge changes.
the power is removed a voltage to a pin large enough to tunnel charge but small enough
not to puncture the oxide will alter the stored information unintentionally. Also, because
floating-gates deal with high voltages for tunneling, not only is it signifiicant to address
possible unexpected conditions from the standpoint of causing change to the stored value,
but voltages slightly higher than tunneling can unintentioally be applied large enough to
puncture the oxides destroying or degrading the floating-gate.
Shown in Fig. 65 is the schematic for a floating-gate. In a lab setup the voltages to each
node are generally applied with separate electronically controlled voltage sources such as
the common Keithley SMU, allowing the current into each nodeto be monitored. The
most common unintentional change in the floating-gate occurs when multiple voltages are
changed simultaneously. Most setups control these units over GPIB via lengthy commands
introducing delay between the change in each device. While it might be assumed all volt-
ages change together even slight delays can result in one of the conditions from section
6.3 to occur, generally injection. When the device is brought up to a voltage to allow for
injection, the system vdd would be moved up by some amount andhen the drain voltage
with a slight delay occurring between the two. If the source to drain voltage becomes large
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enough because the system voltage was moved first, even if foronly a few milli-seconds,
injection onto the floating-gate can occur. Therefore stepping of voltages in increments
and not instantly can be employed to prevent this. However, as noted brief if even milli-sec
pulses have been shown to favor injection. Therefore if yourtest equipment when changing
ranges pulses briefly in a direction favoring injection the carge on the floating-gate will
unintentionally change. In a volatile system these glitches which might occur daily do not
affect the system state after the correct range is ultimately establi hed.
From past experience and the untimely retirement of severalfloating-gates, it has been
noted another common state change occurs when the system is powered down in a certain
order. Again test setups generally use multiple power supplies to set voltages. If all these
voltages are referenced to ground and the system supply voltage is turned off before the
tunneling voltage, voltages then across the tunneling oxide can become great enough to
tunnel or destroy the oxide. Therefore it has become custom for our setups to reference
the tunneling voltage to the system vdd. That way when the system voltage is reduced or
removed the tunneling voltage will follow by the same amountkeeping the fields in the
oxide below those required to tunnel. Because this occurs when t e system is powered
down, it may appear as if the floating-gate was unreliable andlost charge while power was
not supplied to the chip. However, what really occurred was the charge was modified as
the system was powering down.
6.5 Design to Compensate for Long-Term Effects
Most longterm drift of floating-gates will not be due to tunneli g or hot-electron injection.
Generally, the voltages applied to the chip after programming has been performed prevent
these two charge modification methods from occurring. The charge modification methods
that occur long term are radiation from environmental sources and detrapping from or hop-
ping thorough defects in the oxides surrounding the gate. Both of these methods tend to
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Array of Floating-Gates 
Figure 69. The array of floating-gates is shown above. Accessto each floating-gate element is possible
and a single element is shown with a circle around it. A singledifferential structure is shown by the
dotted box. Plot A was recorded from a single element sampledperiodically over a 1 month period. Plot
B shows the difference in charge change between neighbors. This is the difference that would appear
in a differential setup using floating-gates. Noise as well as differences in both plots is most likely due
to temperature fluctuations or other random effects influencing the system.
occur fairly uniformly across the chip over time as the wholechip is exposed to the same ra-
diation source or the defects are generally uniformly occurring. Carefully setting biases to
unused inputs onto the floating-gate so that fields across theoxid s are minimized will help
prevent the magnitude of change in charge due to these effects. For example the tunneling
junction should be left at a voltage slightly above that of the floating-gate voltage. This will
reduce the field across the oxide and the tendency to pull electrons through the traps from
charge hopping. Also electrons generated from radiation tothe oxide and detrapping will
tend to be swept off towards the tunneling pin and not onto the floating-gate.
The use of differential configurations can be used to overcome locally occurring distur-
bances in floating-gate systems as well as provide compensatio for long term drift effects.
Many of the systems we have built based on floating-gate concepts r ly on the processing
that comes from the simple multiplier structure as shown in Fig. 69 enclosed by the dotted
box. This core circuit performs its computation on the incoming signal by the difference in
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two floating-gate charges or weights.
Iout = Iso(W





If the charge of both gates changes in the same direction by the same amount the com-
putation weight will be maintained. The eff ct will be a slight change in the bias current
present at the output along with the signal which could be compensated if not desired by
another floating gate.
Floating-gates that are used as biases obviously cannot enjoy this differential benefit.
For bias circuits a system such as that in Fig. 68 can be used. The diode connected transistor
provides feedback to globally occurring phenomena that change floating-gate charge by
adjustingVcomp as it’s floating-gate charge changes. This change inVcomp is the necessary
adjustment to correct for the change in the bias current transistors. The actual current out of
each floating-gate can be adjusted by intentionally programming the charge on each device.
However noting this difference lends to efficient system design. floating-gates that are
to be used in the multiplication structure can be made smaller to pack more of these core
computation A small change in the charge of the floating-gatemight have a noticeable
effect on the threshold shifting but as we mentioned When designing the floating-gate cells
that might be used for biasing currents they should be built larger so larger changes in The
number of biasing floating-gates in systems might only be a smll faction, about 5% of the
total number of floating-gates
6.6 Long Term Testing
As was addressed in section 6.3, charge on the floating-gate is permanent unless some pro-
cess occurs to move this charge off the gate. Processes that exist at all times even when
not desired are radiation and charge hopping through the oxide. In order to determine the
rates at which these process occur we left a setup running for1 month after tunneling then
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injecting the device. This setup consisted of a custom programming/testing board that pro-
vided the bias voltages and read the device’s current connected to an array of floating-gates
fabricated in a 0.5µm MOSIS process. A computer was connected up to this custom board
via a serial connector at periods throughout the month and the current from each device
in the array read. The following biases were applied thorough the month; 4VVds, 3.65V
Vgs, and the tunneling pin voltage placed and left at 4V after tunneli g was performed. All
current measurements shown in Fig. 69 were taken at these bias throughout the month.
The setup was placed in a metal enclosure in an attempt to reduce stray interference be-
cause the currents were read off chip and small. This setup however was not isolated from
temperature variations throughout the month.
The results obtained from this month long test in Fig. 69 are encouraging. Overlooking
the random fluctuations, the current lacks any dramatic change with possibly only a slight
linear increase in current. If electrons were to be removed due to leakage off the gate we
would actually expect a decrease as noted in Fig. 67. Therefor , it is possible that even at a
Vds of 4 volts injection might have been slowly occurring, although one would expect more
of an exponential instead of linear trend. However, there isenough noise in the data from
random fluctuations that a week more of data could result in nomovement of the current
from day 1. What can be taken away from this data is that the change is not as dramatic as
some have claimed and more in line with what has been observedfrom digital EEPROM
publications.
Shown in Fig. 69B is the current difference of neighboring elements in the array. In
the design section above, this method was proposed to reduceerror from global changes
experienced in the chip. It is clear from this plot that whileth single element varied by
30%, the change versus the neighbor was always less than 2% and generally less than
1%. This demonstrates the beneficial nature of the differential configuration for analog
computing systems which use floating-gates.
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CHAPTER 7
VECTOR QUANTIZER - ACA SYSTEM
Another system that has been constructed using the ACA architecture is the Vector Quan-
tizer (VQ) [30]. This system provides a classification of incoming signals against a set of
stored vectors and therefore requires programmability, a perfect fit for utilizing the ACA
system approach. The VQ is generally used for data compression by classifying signals into
symbols. A VQ is used to reduce the set of detectable spectrumvectors to a manageable set
for later classification. An Analog-to-Digital Conversion(ADC) classifies data in a single
dimension; a vector quantizer classifies data in an arbitrary number of dimensions. VQ
is typically used in data compression, and like an ADC, VQ results in lossy compression.
The goal of VQ is to provide the simplest possible accurate description of a signal so as to
minimize the subsequent complexity of signal processing algorithms such as classification.
The VQ system computes how far an input vector is from desiredo programmed vec-
tors and then provides a coded output of which stored vector is closest to the input vector.
The ACA version of the VQ system is built using an array of floating-gate bump circuits [7]
to implement the stored vectors. The output vectors are measur d using a winner-take-all
circuit [41], continually computing which vector is closest to the incoming signal. This
lossy compression provides a description of the incoming signal in terms of symbols in-
stead of raw data, providing some degree of computation. This system is a fundamental
component for use in a low-powered speech recognition system [51]. A revision of this
system utilizing the programming core and the under-development on-chip system has ad-
ditionally been sent for fabrication.
7.1 Mathematical Basis of VQ
A VQ system will compute how far away a particular input vector is from the desired target
vectors, and pick the code vector that is closest to the inputvector. For example, in an ADC,
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Figure 70. Programmable VQ using floating-gate circuits. Wereconfigure the VQ circuit so that it
fits within the standard floating-gate programming architecture and algorithms. Capacitors with an
additional arrow are our symbol for a tunneling junction, wh ich is a MOS capacitor that can also
remove charge from the floating-gate node. We show experimental results after programming eight
cells to different offset voltages. The difference in the bump peaks is due to mismatch in the MOSFET
transistors. We reset the floating-gate charge using electron tunneling and program positive or negative
offsets using hot-electron injection.
we assign a particular digital code to a given input based upon which analog representation
of a given digital code is closest to that input. For both VQ and ADC some information is
lost in the representation, but the goal is that it should be asufficient representation for the
problem at hand.
We compute the closest input vector by choosing an appropriate d stance metric. The
question is how to choose the distance metric,d(x m), between the incoming vector signal
(x) and the desired or target mean value (m) for these signals. There are many different
distance measures. Two particular measures we discuss are





where n andσ is depend upon the problem and input statistics. The first appro ch is pre-
ferred for real-time implementation, where the second is prefer ed for algorithmic reasons.
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Figure 71. This diagram presents the VQ’s system architecture. The main core of the VQ consists of
programmable floating-gate bump elements. The implementedsystem has 32 differential input vectors.
Each differential input uses two floating-gate elements to implementthe programmability of the bump.
The system also has up to 32 vectors that can be stored in the chip. The output of these 32 vectors is
sent to a Winner-Take-All to provide either a A/D conversion representing the closest matching vector.
This chip uses configuration registers to partition the chipfrom a 1x1 vector distance measurement
up to a 32x32 vector quantizer. Additional the chip can be configured in many alternate configuration
even permitting multiple vector qantizers out of the one chip.









whereσ is dependant on circuit parameters. We will also present a metric based upon
a rough exponential function of this metric, which effectively turns the summation into a
product, resulting in a more Gaussian-like formulation. This metric is close to the Guassian






Figure 72. This is the bump circuit used in this implementation of the programmable Vector-Quantizer.
It permits the distance programming in the bump, but does notallow the bumps width to be adjusted
after fabrication.
7.2 Floating-Gate VQ Circuit and Architecture
Figure 70 shows the circuit and measured data from the VQ classifier array. Each cell in
the array compares the value of that column’s input to the value it has memorized; the
output current flows out of the Vout node. This circuit is a variation on the bump circuit [7],
which compares the two inputs to this circuit; this cell retuns a high value if the two values
match (minimal difference). The circuit performs a continuous distance computation along










whereVk is the differential input voltage,Vmk is the resulting stored voltage representing the
ideal mean value for this particular element,κ is the coupling from gate to surface potential,
andUT = kT/q is the thermal voltage. This system outputs a measure of the similarity;
therefore, the outputs of all the elements can be added (by KCL) and the largest output is
the vector with the maximum similarity. The sum of these current outputs are sent through
a Winner-Take-All circuit that outputs the N largest result, where N can be 1 or more [41].






Figure 73. This bump permits the adjust of the bump width after fabrication. However this cell requires
two more separate floating-nodes than the simple design eventhough the transistor count does not
change. Additional, to program the floating-gate transistors used in the center leg more transistors
and therefore signal speed reduction are the tradeoff for this additional degree of post-fabrication
adjustment. The application will dictate whether this additional adjust is needed.
off the each cell’s mean value. Setting the floating-gate chargeestablishes the mean value
as well as eliminating the mismatch between the two-transistor pairs. Setting the size of the
input capacitor as well as other capacitor elements around the floating-gate sets the linear
range of the circuit, and therefore sets the width of thebumpelement. We increase the
floating-gate charge (remove electrons) by electron tunneli g, and decrease the floating-
gate charge (add electrons) by hot-electron injection. Over the next two sections, we will
address how to modify this floating-gate charge in an array ofbump circuits. We present
an architecture and resulting circuits which will enable direct programming/ storage of
weight vectors, as well as various methods for VQ weight adaptation.
7.3 Implementation
The VQ is constructed as an ACA where the core computation cell us s arrays of floating-
gate bump circuits. The floating-gate bump circuit is shown in Fig. 70 uses two floating-
gates to program the location of the bump by adjusting the bump’s ean value. The number
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Bump programmed to multiple values
Figure 74. Shown is the bump programmed to different values. For each sweep one input was held at
1.5v while the other was swept. The bumps value was measured using the side leg current. The point
should the same sweeps but using the Sample and Hold instead of directly through the bump.
of manageable floating-gate elements will determine the number of matching vectors that
can be stored on-chip and the size of each vector. For the VQ tobe useful in speech
recognition systems we will need about 14-16 channels (vector size) and store 160-200
vectors. This translates to a requirement that 4000-6000 floating-gate elements be used
on-chip.
The system architecture for the VQ is shown in Fig. 71 The coreblock of the VQ con-
sists of programmable floating-gate bump elements. Therefore, because the bump block
is the most repetitive block it should be optimized for size because the size of the bump
block will determine the density of this system. In the system hat was implemented and
fabricated the bump block used is shown in Fig. 72. This bump core was designed using
the same pitch height and width as the multiplier block used in many of the ACA system.












Figure 75. This is the WTA block used to convert the vector signal. It can be used to provide just
the winner operating as a psudo A/D convertor. Scanning the outputs using the muliplexer withsome
post-processing would provide ranking information and thecloseness to the stored vectors.
to redesign or re-layout these blocks and attempt to conformt the group standard. This
choice did come with a tradeoff. The bump core allows the bump distance for each vec-
tor channel to be adjusted, but the bump width can not be programmed/ adjusted after
fabrication. The bump width of this design is set by the W/L of the center bump leg to
the W/L of the side legs transistors [7]. The circuit shown in Fig. 73 additional allow the
width of the bump to be programmed as aVt offset can be created from the side legs to
the middle node. This circuit however requires two additional floating-gate elements to be
implemented in each bump core even though the transistor count does not increase. More-
over, to permit the programming of the middle leg’s floating-gates, additional transistors
must be used. reconfigure the block during programming mode tallow device selection
for programming.
The implemented system has 32 differential input vectors. Each differential input uses
two floating-gate elements to implement the programmability of the bump. The system
also has up to 32 vectors that can be stored in the chip. The output of these 32 vectors
is sent to a Winner-Take-All to provide either a A/D conversion representing the closest
matching vector, or the ability to read out and smooth the closeness of each stored vector to
the incoming vector. While the later provides more information it also requires more post-
chip processing to extract the information. The application will obviously determine the
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Figure 76. Show winning.
configuration that must be used. This chip uses configurationregisters to partition the chip
from a 1x1 vector distance measurement up to a 32x32 vector quantizer. Additionally the
chip can be configured in many alternate configurations, evenpermitting multiple vector
qantizers to be realized out of a single chip.
Post processing in this system is performed using a winner-take all circuit, which pro-
vides data compression as just the winning vector can be transmitted to the next stage.
There are several issues to address when implementing the winner-take-all circuit. First,
the level of compression must be considered. If we would likeonly the closet match, the
original Lazzaro WTA [41] circuit would provide this. Howevr, in many system imple-
mentations it is desired to know the closest x number of vectors and the rank of each.
Circuits to perform ranking currently exist [55, 33] but dram tically increase the transistor
count over the basic winner-take-all.
The construction of a WTA that is compatible with the ACA is more complicated than
just using the Lazzro WTA. The isolation between the drain line of the ACA arrays and the
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WTA must be considered. In the Lazzro WTA, the current input node is also the evaluation
node. This presents a problem for the ACA. The voltage at thisnode will vary as the inputs
move from losing to winning. For the ACA to correctly function the drain voltages in
the computing array must remain constant to preserve accurate computations. Therefore,
methods such as cascoding the input or mirroring the currentmust be used to solve this
problem. In this systems, the use of a cascode was choosen. Simulations show the the
ability to fix the drain currents out of the bumps.
The Vector Quantizer as implemented as 64 inputs that represnt the 32 vector differ-
ential signals that will be classified by the chip.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Accomplishments
In 1999 when my graduate research began there was no infrastructure in place to program
floating-gate devices. Early on many potential systems werediscussed that could only be
constructed with the use on many (100+) floating-gate devices. The early work on the Ana-
log Fourier Transform system that used only 64 floating-gatedevices revealed the need to
develop a methodology to program large arrays for floating-gate devices. My major contri-
bution to this field of work is in the development of this programming infrastructure. This
includes the device access for programming, layout considerations for the array; especially
when charge-pumps are introduced, the physics based programming algorithm used, the
PCB system used to externally program the array, and finally the movement of all these
system into an self contained on-chip programming system.
A scheme for systematically programming the floating-gate elem nts in the comput-
ing array and other preprocessing blocks has been presented. The existing methods for
changing floating-gate charge were considered, and their properties determined the pro-
gramming/selection scheme. Hot-electron injection was used in to program the devices,
utilizing the high selectivity which can be achieved in the array configuration allowing for
greater accuracy. Tunneling was used to erase the array globally, or individually by element
with the use of on-chip high-voltage switches, by bringing the floating-gate charge below
the desired level to program. The ability to program these arrays was demonstrated from
experimental results in an initial 2x4 array and in the programmable filter that contained a
larger array of 3x20 elements.
The design and construction of a custom PCB programming board used to program
chips using the analog computing arrays has been designed and tested. The single board
contains all the measurements and control circuits need to quickly and accurately program
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large arrays. The programming board circuits are locally controlled by a PIC that is con-
trolled over a serial port from a computer. Matlab can then beused to implement the pro-
gramming method as well as graphical user interfaces further emoving the knowledge of
the underlying physics need to program these arrays. This programming board design has
provided the fundamental starting point in several chip custom PCB designs in the ICElab,
including design errors that seem to survive the re-designs. There is a revised programming
board updated by others that is FPGA control and simply a rework of the circuits used on
the original programming board.
The current measurement circuitry has been implement on chip. T is was done to per-
mit the rapid measurement of the small subthreshold currents. Also, placing the measure-
ment circuits on-chip allowed the transition into a row parallel architecture using a scheme
similar to that employed in the Address Event protocol to simultaneously read all rows cur-
rents. The design and initial test of additional on-chip circuits, such as the digital to analog
convertor and the sample and hold to load in multiple drain voltages into the entire array,
the array could provide injection pulses to every row simultaneously. This simultaneously
programming of an entire row/column allows for a dramatic speed increase from program-
ming the arrays using the current single device scheme. The evaluation, design, and test of
many sub-circuit blocks needed for the full on-chip programming system have been tested.
Data from the full system is still forthcoming. Research, design, and testing in this area is
ongoing and will continue by myself after graduation.
The design of charge pumps for providing the tunneling and injection voltages have be-
gun. Several designs have been fabricated and shown to tunnel and inject the floating-gate
devices. The limitations of the charge-pumps prompted the consideration of redesigning of
the floating-gate arrays from initial designs. This was doneto accommodate the low cur-
rent supply from the charge-pump available to hot-electroninjection during programming.
These new array structure with attached charge-pumps have been submitted to fabrication
for silicon testing. This work will continue under a colleague with whom I have been
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working collaboratively since just after I sent out the firstcharge-pump test structures.
Additionally many systems using the Analog Computing Arrayapproach where de-
signed and presented. The Programmable Analog Filter is oneuch design. The combina-
tion of the analog computing arrays with theC4 used as a pre-processing block, resulted
in a fully programmable analog filter. The programmability of the analog computing ar-
ray allows for the realization of many filters simultaneously through the parallel analog
processing. This filter’s operation was demonstrated via experimental results from initial
fabricated chips in MOSIS 2.0µm process. Current versions of this system include pro-
grammable corners in the bandpass filters that allow arbitraily spaced filters. This system
has been carried on by others who are characterizing this filter for parameters such as noise,
distortion and speed. The programmable filter is fundamental for system designs such as
Cepstrum phoneme recognition, MEMS preprocessing, and others.
TheC4 filter that was used in the programmable analog filter was fabric ted, tested and
analyzed. The transistor-only version of the Autozeroing Floating-Gate Amplifier(AFGA),
namedC4, that was used as the basis function in the programmable analog filter has been
developed, tested, and characterized. This circuit is a bandpass filter and behaves simi-
larly to the AFGA with different operating parameters. Both, the low-frequency and high-
frequency cutoffs are controlled electronically, as is done in continuous-time filters. This
circuit has a low-frequency cutoff at frequencies above 1Hz and high frequency cutoff de-
pendant on thegm of the output transistor.
Initial reliability studies of floating gates utilized in this array scheme has been inves-
tigated. Studies of the reliability of these devices long term needs to continue. A test
structure has been fabricated and initial data obtained from the chip. More data is need in
this area and will be undertaken by myself in the future as access to a regulated temperature
oven will become available. Also some of the long term affects are being investigated by
others in the ICE lab as well. The eff cts of drift and how to compensate for it from a de-
sign aspect, like a coupled slave circuit globally compensati g for drift and designs like the
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multiplier that are immune to common drift due to a differential configuration, have been
initially examined. However, with a rapid on-chip programming system the analog values
could be refreshed in a weekly, monthly, or on an as needed basis if retention issues in a
process were not favorable.
Initial design and simulation shows promising results for the chips use in weight-
perturbation adaptive filters. The goal is to create filters that program themselves to the
correct place. The initial system design that was collaborativly undertaken was a Adaptive
Channel Equalizer (ACEQ). This system will use a set of training signals to adaptive create
a reverse filter for the transmitting medium. Initial blocksand system design have already
been set to fabricated and will be tested when they return.
Floating-gates for large computation array were in an infant stage back in 1999. Since
then many of these advancements and those of others in the ICElab have resulted in a
mature yet still growing field of new low-power analog computation systems. This work
has such great potential that 2 other colleges, my advisor, and myself have formed a com-
pany based on these systems called GTronix. This company haslicen ed the research and
patents from Georgia Tech that have resulted from the ICE labs pioneering working in this
field. GTronix has such a compelling value proposition that atop venture capital firm has
committed to a seed investment. This company will take this technology and industrialize
many of the systems already designed. Therefore, my research will continue on to some
degree even after I transition out of graduate studies at Georgia Tech.
8.2 Papers and Publications
The following is a list of papers and publications resultingfrom my graduate studies.
8.2.1 Journals
1. A programmable continuous-time floating-gate Fourier processor Kucic, M.; Low, A.;
Hasler, P.; Neff, J.; Circuits and Systems II: Analog and Digital Signal Processing,
IEEE Transactions on, Volume: 48 Issue: 1 , Jan 2001 Page(s):90 -99
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8.2.2 Co-Author Utility Patents
1. ”Floating Gate Analog Circuit”- Georgia Tech No. 2637; TKHRNo. 062020-1340
Patent Filed April 2003
2. Programmable Floating-gate ADC,DAC, and offset adjustment. - Patent Filed May 2003
8.2.3 Conferences
1. Investigating programmable floating-gate digital-to-analog converter as single element
or element arrays Serrano, G.; Kucic, M.; Hasler, P.; Circuits and Systems, 2002.
MWSCAS-2002. The 2002 45th Midwest Symposium on , Volume: 1 ,4-7 Aug.
2002 Page(s): I -75-7 vol.1
2. Design and use based on long-term measurements of analog floating-g te array circuits
Kucic, M.; Hasler, P.; Smith, P.; Circuits and Systems, 2002. MWSCAS-2002. The
2002 45th Midwest Symposium on , Volume: 1 , 4-7 Aug. 2002 Page(s): I -295-8
vol.1
3. Accurate programming of analog floating-gate arrays Smith,P.D.; Kucic, M.; Hasler,
P.; Circuits and Systems, 2002. ISCAS 2002. IEEE Internatiol Symposium on ,
Volume: 5 , 26-29 May 2002 Page(s): V-489 -V-492 vol.5
4. Mel-frequency cepstrum encoding in analog floating-gate circuitry Smith, P.D.; Kucic,
M.; Ellis, R.; Hasler, P.; Anderson, D.V.; Circuits and Systems, 2002. ISCAS 2002.
IEEE International Symposium on , Volume: 4 , 26-29 May 2002 Page(s): IV-671
-IV-674 vol.4
5. Programmable and adaptive analog filters using arrays of floating-gate circuits Ku-
cic, M.; Hasler, P.; Dugger, J.; Anderson, D.; Advanced Research in VLSI, 2001.
ARVLSI 2001. Proceedings. 2001 Conference on , 14-16 March 2001 Page(s): 148
-162
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6. A programmable continuous-time floating-gate Fourier processor Kucic, M.; Low, A.;
Hasler, P.; Neff, J.; Circuits and Systems II: Analog and Digital Signal Processing,
IEEE Transactions on , Volume: 48 Issue: 1 , Jan 2001 Page(s):90 -99
7. An exponential model of channel-length modulation appliedtowards floating-gate cir-
cuits Duffy, C.; Kucic, M.; AiChen Low; Hasler, P.; Circuits and Systems, 2000.
Proceedings of the 43rd IEEE Midwest Symposium on , Volume: 3, 8-11 Aug. 2000
Page(s): 1044 -1047 vol.3
8. A programmable continuous-time analog Fourier processor based on floating-gate de-
vices Kucic, M.; Low, A.; Hasler, P.; Circuits and Systems, 2000. Proceedings.
ISCAS 2000 Geneva. The 2000 IEEE International Symposium on, Volume: 3 ,
28-31 May 2000 Page(s): 351 -354 vol.3
9. A transistor-only circuit model of the autozeroing floating-gate amplifier Hasler, P.; Ku-
cic, M.; Minch, B.A.; Circuits and Systems, 1999. 42nd Midwest Symposium on ,
Volume: 1 , 8-11 Aug. 1999 Page(s): 157 -160 vol. 1
10. Characterization of Charge-Pump Rectifiers for Standard Submicron CMOS Processes,
Mark Hooper, Matt Kucic, Paul Hasler
11. 5V-Only, Standard .5um CMOS Programmable and Adaptive Floating-Gate Circuits
and Arrays Using CMOS Charge Pumps, Mark Hooper, Matt Kucic,Paul Hasler
8.2.4 Papers to be submitted shortly
1. Row-Parallel Programming of Analog Floating-gate Arrays,Matt Kucic, Paul Hasler
2. Programmable Analog Vector Quantizer, Matt Kucic, Paul Smith, Paul Hasler
3. Predictive Programming to sub pico-A ranges, Paul Smith, Matt Kucic, Paul Hasler
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